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What’s abuzz…letter from the editor
Books are the bees which carry the quickening pollen from
one to another mind.
~ James Russell Lowell 1819-1891
Besides beekeeping, it’s more likely than not that many of
our fondest memories of summer involve some holiday time,
often accompanied by a good book. Back porches, beaches,
and sleeping bags equipped with flashlights are the launching
pads from where we can escape into another world.
For the past decade there’s been no escaping an onerous
task that fell upon the shoulders of former BC Provincial
Apiculturist Doug McCutcheon. A project started in the
mid- 90’s by Doug’s predecessor John Corner, soon became
Doug’s nemesis. His enduring love-hate relationship finally
comes to fruition this autumn with the publication of The
History of Beekeeping in British Columbia from 1950 – 2000.
Congratulations Doug and wife Eileen for persevering on
everyone’s behalf. We look forward to celebrating your book
launch in Cranbrook this October!
Throughout the ages, books have been censored according
to the political climate of the day. In the democratic society
that we currently enjoy in Canada, freedom of speech is our
right. As an editor, I must admit that there are times when
it would so much easier to ‘let it rip’ to either extreme! The
responses to recent changes in provincial legislation regarding the Movement of Bees in the Vancouver Island quarantine
district fall within this category. In an effort to understand this
complex matter, you are encouraged to read the information
provided within these pages and to engage whichever parties
necessary in order to arrive at an informed opinion.
Our first ever Day of the Honey Bee in BC was a resounding
success. Who knew there were so many ‘wanna bees’ ready to
break out in their bright striped costumes to waggle dance their

way into the spotlight? Another
group of honey bee converts is Ms.
Davis’ Grade Two class who visited
John and Louise Hoyrup’s apiary
at 150 Mile House. Few things are
more rewarding than sharing the
wonder of bees with a bunch of
kids!
Chef James Walt is passionate
about using fine quality, locally
produced ingredients in his kitchen.
His newly released cookbook, Araxi, Seasonal Recipes from
the Celebrated Whistler Restaurant has already won multiple
international awards. We’re featuring his recipe for a HoneyCaramel Apple Cheesecake that will knock your socks off!
Oh, and you’ve read it here: you can use your own honey, Bob
Meredith already has plenty of business in Lillooet.
Medivet’s Willy Baumgartner wrote the book on beekeeper
philanthropy. On his passing, our condolences go out to his
wife Ursula, family and friends. Willy’s legacy of both innovative products and generous funding for honey bee research will
leave a lasting impression for years to come.
There’s something infectious about the enthusiastic folks in
the Kootenays. Never before have so many pages been dedicated to a BCHPA convention! Lance and Bobby Cuthill have
been working with their local team for months. BCHPA VP
Wayne Neidig must have the bug too, as he’s done a stupendous job of lining up speakers for the weekend.
On that note, see you in Cranbrook this fall!
~ Diane
The great book, always open and which we should make an
effort to read, is that of Nature. ~ Antoni Gaudi 1852 – 1926
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Helping your BEES SURVIVE the winter
Just wrap your hive in one of our innovative WinterBee™

ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN BEESCENE ARE THE
OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND SHOULD NOT BE
CONSTRUED TO BE THOSE OF THE BCHPA.

thermo-wraps and help bees stay warm in the coldest weather.

a Innovative Weather Protection for Beehives
a Water Repellent and Hydrophobic Insulation
a Breathable, Durable and Washable

To order please call
toll free 877- 351-2211
or email
winterbeewrap@gmail.com

Our cover story: It’s often said that haying equipment is
one of the most underutilized investments on a farm. It
just sits there, month after month, then suddenly becomes
indispensable for a few days each year. Our cover pictures
show a swarm that landed on a double hay rake at Wally and
Susan Steidle’s ranch in the interior. “We almost missed it,
as it was on the other side of the fence from the beehives”,
said Susan. The Steidles found that because of the springloaded wheels it was very easy to shake the bees into a box
to re-hive them. They are happy to report that the swarm
managed to get up to speed and collected lots of honey for
them this summer. Raking it in, as it were! ❀
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From the President
The report that I originally prepared for this issue is not to
be printed because it was deemed libelous. Instead I will refer
you to Brian Scullion and Larry Lindahl’s regional reports
which both mention the Vancouver Island quarantine issue.
The Vancouver Island Beekeepers’ Coalition has also provided
background information regarding the recent changes in the
provincial government’s policy regarding the Movement of
Bees act.
This is the first year that I can remember that the blackberries have produced in any great quantity and it has been a
bumper crop! However, not in some places or maybe they just
didn’t have the bees to get the job done. Everything was slow
to backwards after the Olympics, but better late than never.
We managed to get everything into pollination a tad later
than normal — end of the first week of July — but not too
bad, and by all accounts the bees did a great job for the berry
growers and they were pleased with the strength of the hives
considering all the losses this year. The beekeepers that bought
the New Zealand stock were very pleased with its performance
and gentleness. What a treat not to have to wear a suit or veil
to work the bees — absolutely amazing! Then there are the
Australians and they are a different matter: suit, veil and gloves
and smoker and, in some cases, a can of Raid please. Not a
pleasant experience. Ours were not good, but another customer had really bad luck with them and they kept getting pretty
badly beat up every time they were worked. There is a saying:
Never say never. But in this case — no more Australians ever
again for us.
We are just getting the last of the hives out of cranberry
pollination. 60 left out of four hundred. We left at midnight
to go north to pick them up. We entered the bush at 4:15 a.m.
and started the long track up to the top where the loggers were
already in the bush loading trucks. We used two trucks to take
70 hives at a time and we had to go 20 miles up to about the
3000-3500 foot level where the yards are. By the time we were
finished unloading the one truck, the sun was raising quite
nicely, only it was orange from the fires that are burning in the
interior and the smoke is just lying in the valleys and is getting
worse every day. On the bright side, it’s not as bad as what Ted
Hancock is getting in Dog Creek. No matter how bad it is, it
seems somebody has it worse.
The preliminary reports are in and it looks like the Spring
Integrated Pest Management IPM Workshops were a great success, and we even turned a bit of a profit. A very good job by
Pauline Thompson and Wayne Neidig and crew!
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Allen Garr
for the work put into making the Day of the Honey Bee such
a great success. By all accounts, BC did an outstanding job of
this project. Thanks Allen.
On a different note, there has been some concern about
the cost and distance to travel to this year’s convention in
Cranbrook. During my time in the BCHPA, my wife Cheryl
and I have travelled across BC to the AGMs and have thoroughly enjoyed them. We have put up with hot weather and
snowstorms, good driving conditions and absolutely horribly

ones, but we have learned
about some of the conditions that other beekeepers have to deal with
and we are better for
the experience. If you
join the BCHPA, you
will have the chance to
participate and will see
Stan Reist
how we work. The AGM
BCHPA President
business meeting is free to
attend if you are a member
in good standing, and you have a voice in the proceedings and
can elect your Executive to represent you. The education day is
not to be missed, just as the coffee breaks, lunches and banquet
offer incredible networking opportunities. And, some day the
convention will come to your doorstep. Personally, I am in
favour of the roving AGM.
So, with that in mind, it’s time to book your reservation
for the convention in Cranbrook, and support a local club
that’s putting out the welcome mat to host all of us. The final
touches are being made to the speakers list and I understand
it’s a good selection. If you snooze, you lose. So, make your
reservations today.
Well, it’s back to beekeeping and a lot of work to do. The
lower levels of fireweed are half finished and the upper levels
are at about 1% bloom, so it makes for a long season. ❀

ELECTION NOTICE
The BCHPA is seeking candidates for its
Executive
to be elected at our
Annual General Meeting
in Cranbrook October 21 – 23, 2010
Positions open are:
President,
Second Vice President,
Treasurer and
Canadian Honey Council Representative.
If you are interested in putting your name
forward
please contact
BCHPA Secretary and Nominations Chair
Brenda Jager
bchpa.secretary@gmail.com
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Beelines
News from the Ministry of Agriculture
PAUL VAN WESTENDORP, Manager, BCMAL Apiculture Program
Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
The BCHPA organized and presented a number of successful educational programs this spring specifically dealing with
the topic of Integrated Pest Management (IPM). This topic is
very important because it represents a different approach and
philosophy of how beekeepers control bee diseases. In this
short article, I like to contrast IPM with the “conventional”
disease control model and why the latter method is increasingly ineffectual and poses higher environmental and human
health risks.
What is IPM?
In the last few years, the term “IPM” has crept into general beekeeping lingo but little material has been produced to
explain to beekeepers what it actually stands for and how this
management system differs from conventional management
practices. Without a clear understanding what IPM is, it is
equally difficult to recognize what it is not.
IPM stands for Integrated Pest Management and applies to
any disease or pest, not just Varroa mites or AFB. “Integrated”
means that a pest is managed through a coordinated application
of control strategies. “Management” means that control strategies are not aimed at eradicating the pest but applied to manage
the pest at levels below the economic threshold. Adopting such
management approach means that the pest is allowed to be
present at some non-threatening level. This is a key difference
from the traditional method of disease control where simple
observation of the pest, regardless of infestation level, resulted
in immediate and rigorous chemical or drug application with
the aim of eradication.
It has sometimes been suggested that an IPM program
means that no chemicals or drugs are used. This is not correct.
An IPM program involves control strategies that include a full
range of cultural practices, chemicals, drug applications and
other techniques that are complementary to each other and
whose application is often carefully timed to coincide with the
particular physiological and developmental condition of the
host and/or the pest. By timing the application of drugs and/or
chemicals carefully, their efficacy is optimized and therefore
less drugs and chemicals may be needed. It is important to recognize that most of the individual components of an IPM program, be it chemical, cultural or otherwise, are not sufficiently
effective on their own to control the pest successfully. Instead,
it is the combination of these components, both in methodology and timing that provides effective pest control.
Integrated Pest Management is a complex management system that is labour-intensive, costly and dependent on beekeeper
knowledge and commitment. So why should it be adopted?
Why IPM?
The traditional strategy of pest control was to apply drugs
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or chemicals as soon as the pest was observed with the intent
to eradicate it. With the development and introduction of many
highly effective drugs and chemicals in the last 50 years or
so, this strategy proved effective because of the low cost of
these products, ease of application and the significant savings
in labour costs. In fact, these products proved so reliable and
cheap that producers began applying them prophylactically
since their use made it possible to standardize pest management throughout the operation. Furthermore, the excellent performance of these control products negated the need to check
for efficacy after treatment. Given so many advantages, why
would such a simple, cost-effective pest management strategy
be replaced by a costly, labour–intensive and complicated IPM
system? The main reasons are that this simple pest control
strategy began to fail in efficacy and created increasing environmental concerns.
No matter what agricultural production system is involved,
the use of chemicals and drugs invariably leads to the development of pest resistance. To clarify, “resistance” is nothing more
than the pest developing the metabolic pathway necessary to
break down and eliminate the chemical or drug. The few individuals of a pest population with this ability are the only ones
that survive and the only ones producing offspring with the
same metabolic ability. Whenever the pest developed resistance, the chemical and pharmaceutical industries responded by
developing a new control chemical or drug. This phenomenon
of continuously needing new control products has often been
referred to as the “chemical treadmill” and has been observed
in virtually all agricultural production systems in the world
where chemicals and drugs were used to control pests.
IPM Development
In the 1960s, two researchers at USDA developed the
concept of IPM in response to the recurring development of
resistance among insect pests of various crops including cotton
and potato. It was noted that repeated applications of chemical
controls not only killed off many beneficial insects, including
predators of the pest and pollinators, but also caused the rapid
development of pest resistance.
As we now know, the incessant prophylactic use of chemicals and drugs leads to pest resistance. In the 1950s, antibiotics
were introduced to control AFB but after 45 years of almost
indiscriminate use, increasing cases of antibiotic-resistant AFB
were reported. In 1997, the first case of r-AFB was reported
in British Columbia. In Alberta, the incidence of r-AFB was
of sufficient concern that it led to the availability of Tylosin,
another veterinary antibiotic. The traditional oxytetracycline
antibiotic had a short breakdown period and therefore posed
minimal risk of contamination through residues in hive
products including honey, wax and pollen. Tylosin and other
non-registered antibiotics such as sulphathiozole are far more

persistent and pose greater risks of contamination.
While bacteria may have taken a long time to develop
resistance to oxytetracycline, the same can’t be said about
Varroa mites. It was first reported in North America in 1987
and within 10 years, researchers confirmed its resistance to
fluvalinate (Apistan) and coumaphos (CheckMite+). In some
areas of the US, mites have also become resistant to amitraz
(Apivar).
The appearance of resistance demanded the availability of
a replacement drug or chemical and it seemed that the rate of
replacement began to accelerate. As it has been observed in
other agricultural production systems, this drug or chemical
cycle of dependency resulted in farmers using ever more toxic
substances and by doing so, increasing the risk to human health
and the environment. In fact, it has been demonstrated that the
drug and chemical control methodology is a dead-end street
and will not offer effective pest control in the long run.
The key to long term pest control is to adopt a complex
menu of strategies and products that collectively keep the
pathogen at a level where it will not jeopardize the economic
threshold of the colony. In order to achieve this form of sustainable pest management, control management must become
an integral part of the entire beekeeping management process
throughout the year.
Implementation
The Integrated Pest Management model involves three phases of implementation which include Prevention, Observation
and Intervention. This model of managing the pest and the host
(the honey bee), is comprised of six basic components:
1.
Acceptable Pest Levels: This is the level of pest
presence that the beekeeper can accept. This means that the
strategy is not focused on pest eradication, which is generally
not achievable, but towards pest control. By allowing some
level of pest presence, there is less selection pressure towards
the individuals that have resistant traits.
2.
Preventive management: This may include the
selection of resistant strains of bees, restrictions of shipping
bees, quarantines, etc. Reducing the transfer of frames between
colonies and other hygienic practices in the apiary have proven
effective measures to reduce the spread of AFB.
3.
Monitoring: The key component of the IPM program
is regular monitoring of the pest population. Only on the
basis of monitoring information can pest control management
decisions be made.
4.
Mechanical controls: The screened bottom board has
proven an excellent mechanical control of Varroa.
5.
Biological Controls: There are currently no biological
agents available that predate on honey bee pathogens.
6.
Chemical/Drug Controls: Chemical controls should
only be applied when the pest has been diagnosed at aboveacceptable levels and carefully timed to ensure optimum
efficacy in controlling the pest.
IPM is more demanding than the conventional chemicalbased pest control strategy because it requires beekeeper
knowledge about bee and pest biology, bee behaviour and
hygienic management practises on an ongoing basis. For beekeepers to adopt these environmentally-friendly management
strategies, the Apiculture Program plans to offer field days
and extension materials in cooperation with the BCHPA in the
future.

EFB Testing and other Diagnostic Techniques
In response to concerns expressed by Vancouver Island beekeepers about the transference (not introduction) of EFB from
the mainland to the Island in colonies that are shipped under
permit, we requested the Virology lab at the Ministry’s Animal
Health Centre to obtain the DNA sequence of Mellisococcus
pluton, the causal agent of European Foulbrood. With the
known gene sequence, it enabled the lab to develop the protocol of detecting DNA segments of the bacterium at levels far
below the threshold needed to initiate EFB disease in bee
larvae. This diagnostic tool became recently available and
involves the same polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique
used in the detection of various bee viruses.
We have been testing samples for EFB using PCR diagnostics and have so far failed to confirm the presence of M.
pluton. Mind you, these samples were submitted by our Apiary
Inspection staff without suspecting the presence of EFB in the
colonies. Considering the significant costs of PCR testing, the
Ministry will not necessarily apply these tests on all submitted
samples. However, this highly sensitive tool will be used in
cases involving colony shipments that originate from producers that have had EFB infestations in the past, or where we
may suspect EFB presence.
MAL’s Animal Health Centre (AHC) also provides a range
of other diagnostic services of honey bee pathogens. In addition
to microscopic examinations, AHC also carries out standardized tests of antibiotic resistance of P. larvae (~AFB), P. alvei
(~EFB), and PCR tests in the species identification of Nosema,
as well as various honey bee viruses including Kashmir Bee
Virus (KBV), Israeli Acute Paralysis Virus (IAPV) and Acute
Bee Paralysis Virus (ABPV). In the near future, we hope to
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establish the PCR protocol of Deformed
Wing Virus (DWV). All these viruses
have reported to be linked to high colony
losses in Canada and the US.
I am not aware of any other province
in Canada that offers beekeepers such
full range of diagnostic services at an
internationally accredited laboratory at
no cost to the producer.
COLONY LOSSES – Winter Mortality
Survey
I like to thank all beekeepers who
participated in the winter colony mortality survey. Without your support and
involvement, it is impossible to obtain a
clear picture of what is happening out in
the field. Anecdotal reports and claims
of individual beekeepers are important
but it is the collective set of data that
provides a true measure of events taking place in the different regions of the
province.
The most recent spring survey was
different from previous years because
BC and other provinces participated in
an international survey for the first time.
This survey included the standardization
of a set of questions in an effort to identify commonalities that may have contributed to the high colony losses reported in

North America, Europe and some Asian
countries in the last few years.
The table below is a summary of the
data collected from participating beekeepers. The winter colony mortality of
the various regions confirms the claim
of Vancouver Island beekeepers of their
unusually high colony losses. The net
and gross mortality of Vancouver Island
colonies was 69% and 76% respectively which raised the overall provincial averages. With the exclusion of
the Vancouver Island data, the province
reported net winter mortality of 18%
and gross mortality of 28% which is a

significant improvement over previous
years (32% - 2007; 38% - 2008; 22% 2009).
In September, all registered beekeepers with 10 colonies or more will be
mailed a copy of the annual Beekeeping
Production Survey. Alternatively, all
beekeepers can participate by filling out
the survey form on-line at www.al.gov.
bc.ca/apiculture. All information will
remain anonymous. ❀
~ Paul van Westendorp
Provincial Apiculturist
British Columbia
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Proteomics and Other Musings
UBC Bee Research update: Hello fellow bee enthusiasts!
I want to take this opportunity to thank Diane Dunaway and
all of you who travelled to Williams Lake in June to meet with
our Genome BC representative about the potential impact of
our research on your industry. I think the message was loud
and clear and they came away with a very positive impression. As a result, we’re currently talking with them about what
format the future research will take, and, at the same time,
we’re applying for another large-scale grant that will allow us
to work with multiple bee breeders and to really test out the
marker-assisted selection idea that we’ve been working on.
More on that in a later issue, I hope! Thank you as well to those
others of you who also volunteered to meet with Genome BC. I
think they got more than they expected from the first meeting,
so subsequent meetings may be unnecessary but we’ll keep
you posted.
Rather than another little paragraph about the APIS project
this time though, I wanted to tell you about a different project
we’ve embarked on. A new student in my group, Mandy Chan,
went to Beaverlodge in May to learn how to raise bees in a
Petri dish. Many of you may have heard Steve Pernal talking
about this method, called in vitro larval rearing, where eggs or
very young larvae are grafted into a plastic dish and fed with
royal jelly, sugar and protein. We have successfully grown
bees in this way all the way to adulthood and they can move
and crawl around the dish. Their colouration doesn’t look quite
right but otherwise they’re difficult to distinguish from a ‘real’
bee. Of course, we aren’t just doing this for its own sake! Now
that we have it working, we have started doing some experiments on Israeli Acute Paralysis Virus (IAPV) in collaboration
with another group here at UBC. IAPV, you will recall, has
been linked with colony collapse disorder (CCD) in the US,
although I think most people now agree that IAPV alone is
certainly not the cause of CCD. What we are doing is to try to
infect the in vitro reared larvae with the virus and, if this is successful, then to try to measure how damaging IAPV really is to
bees. Surprisingly, no one has really tested which of the many
bee viruses are the most detrimental to bees, mostly because
it has previously been very hard to test each one individually.
Our hope is that if we can do these experiments with IAPV, we
will be able to try all the other bee viruses as well as Varroa
infections and eventually tease apart the effects of Varroa itself
from the effects of all those viruses it carries.
For the good of the colony
To me, one of the most amazing things about bees is their
level of sociality: there are very few examples in the animal
kingdom where individuals give up their ability to reproduce in
favour of ‘kin selection’. In most animals, including humans,
every individual is fertile (excepting injuries, diseases, etc.)
but in bees all those workers have given up their ‘right’ to pass
on their genes and instead they do all they can to help their
sister, the queen, pass on hers. This altruism includes sharing
food, maintaining the nest and even sacrificing themselves in
defence of the colony, when it is required. It was thought that
these are the primary altruistic behaviours of bees, but a group
in North Carolina recently confirmed another fascinating
behaviour of diseased bees (Rueppell, et al. (2010) Altruistic
self-removal of health-compromised honey bee workers from

their hive. J Evol Biol.
23:1538-1546). Their
title pretty much says
it all: bees with disease tend to leave the
hive, never to return,
so as to not pass on
their affliction. The
authors artificially
induced
‘disease’
in the bees by feeding them a chemical
called hydroxyurea
(I’m not sure what the
impact of this would
be except that the bees
would most certainly
Leonard Foster, BSc, PhD
have indigestion!) or
Photo
by Brian Hawkes, Genome BC
by anesthetizing them
for 105 minutes using
high levels of CO2. After controlling for other possible effects,
such as disorientation, the authors show quite clearly that the
‘diseased’ bees tend not to return to the colony. The authors
also describe that similar behaviour is seen in some ants, as one
might expect of another social insect. I bet I know what will be
going through your mind the next time one of your colleagues
shows up to work with a bad cough . . . ❀

Bee Culture

THE MAGAZINE OF AMERICAN BEEKEEPING

Get Digital Bee Culture Magazine
On Your Computer
Save Lots of Postage
and Weeks of Time

Only $15.00 US

Or check it out on our web page at
www.BeeCulture.com
Do it Today and SAVE!
Send check to:

Bee Culture Magazine
623 Liberty, Medina OH 44256 or call
330-725-6677, Ext. 3220 with credit card
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BCHPA Book Launch

The History of Beekeeping in British Columbia
from 1950 – 2000
Written by Douglas M. McCutcheon
Our long awaited history book is now in print! This book is
about us and our industry and what it means to be a beekeeper
in BC, following in the footsteps of pioneer beekeepers.
The history of beekeeping in British Columbia is as old as
the province itself. Bees arrived as early as the first goldseekers. The first hundred years of beekeeping history was chronicled in One Hundred Years of Beekeeping in B.C. 1858 – 1958
by W. H. Turnbull after his retirement as Head of the Apiary
Branch, BC Ministry of Agriculture. The task of completing
the 20th Century fell to his successor John Corner on his retirement from that position, but, as Doug McCutcheon explains,
the task had to jostle for space in John’s busy life:
“However John had already agreed to spend a few years
doing beekeeping development work in Uganda, Africa. Thus
the history had to wait. Upon his return from Uganda he continued with development work in several countries in South
and Central America. When he finished this he was tired and
needed time to recuperate and to pursue some of his many
other interests.

In the mid 1990s John began the process of preparing the
BC history. He was a natural “hoarder” and had kept photos,
clippings, newsletters, reports, pamphlets and the like. He
began soliciting information from beekeepers and various
other sources. He asked me and Denis MacInnis to work with
There are some situations that probably aren’t covered in
a bee inspector’s training.
“There was a great surge in beekeeping in the late
1960s and 1970s during the ‘back to the land’ movement.
An inspector was appointed for the Kootenays – George
McIntyre, Rossland, later Montrose. George kept about
35 hives. He trucked in package bees from California for
distribution to beekeepers in the area. His sons also became
involved and continued similar pursuits.
The ‘back to the land’ people often established com-
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him. Denis had
been an inspector
in the Peace and
the Okanagan.
He “sat in” for
John while John
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was in Kenya in
the 1970s. The
three of us met
many times to
discuss and plan
the project.”
Gradually it became obvious that Doug would have to
take responsibility for bringing the project to fruition.
The History of Beekeeping
in British Columbia from
1950 – 2000 is the result of
more than 10 years of talking with beekeepers, inspectors and specialists around
the province, and searching
out records, reports and files.
And then, with the help of
wife Eileen, organizing it all into a readable journey through
the history of our industry, illuminated by delightful encounters with some of the innovative and resilient men and women
who have chosen to make beekeeping a way of life.
As Doug says: “In the fifty years I write about, there have
been great changes in beekeeping in our province. There are a
lot of great stories! Enjoy the read!”
To whet your appetite, a few of those stories are highlighted
on pages 12 and 13.
The History of Beekeeping in British Columbia from
1950 – 2000 by Douglas M. McCutcheon, published by
BCHPA, will be officially launched in October 2010 at the
BCHPA Convention in Cranbrook. Price to be determined in
September. To get your copy come to the meeting or contact
Diane Dunaway to reserve yours today:
diane@dunawayranch.com tel/fax 250.297.6399
...cont. page 12
munes to share resources and work. Many such groups were
nudists. Quite a few had bees. George McIntyre came onto
some. George was more than a little embarrassed but managed. His wife often travelled with him but always remained
in the vehicle thus she didn’t obtain the full impact.
In passing I’ll mention John Corner’s experiences. He
inspected beehives in a commune which practised nudity.
He told the story about “sitting down on a grassy area with
a group that included several naked females.” His solution
– “maintain eye contact”.”

The Vancouver Island Coalition of Beekeepers
The
Vancouver
Island Coalition of
Beekeepers has been
re-convened
after
several years as a result of the BC Minister for Agriculture
and Lands’(BCMAL)
announcement that
the restricted movement (quarantine) of
honey bees onto Vancouver Island was being lifted as of May
1st, 2010. The Coalition is comprised of
members of the five
Bee Clubs on Vancouver Island and the
Gulf Islands, tasked
with representing the
clubs in this matter.
Since May 1, 2010, there was a meeting in Nanaimo, of
concerned Island beekeepers and Coalition members and
two meetings with Lindsay Kislock, Assistant Deputy Minister for Agriculture and Lands.- one on May 20th and one
on June 29th. Also attending the meetings with Ms. Kislock
were Paul Van Westendorp, Provincial Apiculturist, Paul
Kitching, Provincial Vet and the Coalition Members.
The Coalition recognizes that although some Island beekeepers would prefer to keep the restricted movement in
place, as it has been for many years, the recent losses on the
Island have made increased access to bee stock important
to many. The Coalition has asked that the Ministry restrict
importation of honey bees onto Vancouver Island to packages, queens and breeding stock and that used equipment
and comb be disallowed. This request, is in accordance
with Federal importation regulations and significantly reduces the risk of pests and diseases being brought onto the
Island. It also makes bee stock from Canada more readily
available to Island Beekeepers.
One of the areas that the Provincial Apiculturist and the
Coalition disagree about is that the disease and pest profiles
are the same between the Island and the Mainland. Island
beekeepers maintain that the Island(s) are free of European
Foulbrood, antibiotic-resistant American Foulbrood, miticide resistant Varroa, Greater Wax Moth, and Small Hive
Beetle. All of these occur elsewhere in Canada and most
occur as nearby as the Fraser Valley. All are serious diseases
- expensive and time consuming to control. The Small Hive
Beetle has not been a serious problem elsewhere in Canada,
but southern Vancouver Island has such mild winters that
there is an extremely high risk that it could overwinter here.
It reportedly attacks not just honey bees, but bumble bee
colonies as well -- so it is a risk to the natural environment
as much as to local agriculture.
A second area of contention is the inspection of hives
being transferred. In the May 20 meeting with Minister

Thomson, the Minister promised that there would be more
“rigorous inspections” than normal on the first shipments
coming onto the Island.
There are serious problems with the inspections. First,
the sample sizes are small and not random -- an apiary of
400 hives would only have 25 opened in an inspection. Second, the actual hives being shipped are not inspected! The
operation where the bees originate is inspected. Third, there
are serious concerns about visual inspection -it would take
an extremely talented inspector to tell the difference between Greater Wax Moth eggs and Lesser Wax Moth eggs.
Miticide resistant Varroa mites look like regular Varroa
mites. Fourth, BCMAL retains the right to do a laboratory
test for the presence of EFB but declined to do so on any
of the first shipments. Fifth, the BCMAL agreed to inspect
the imported hives once they are on the Island, but since
the hives are not quarantined on arrival, the best such an
inspection can do is prove that some new disease has been
brought in.
In the bigger scheme of things, many Island beekeepers
are concerned that the removal of the restricted movement
of honeybees to Vancouver Island may be a step closer
to opening up the border between Canada and the United
States. If this were to happen, beekeeping, as we know it in
BC and other jurisdictions, would be negatively impacted.
The Vancouver Island Coalition would like to encourage beekeepers from all over BC to contact their MLA, the
Minister of Agriculture and Lands and their local municipalities to voice their concern over the apparent risks to BC
honey bees. ❀
Kathleen Silvey, Chair
Vancouver Island Coalition
of Beekeepers
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The History of Beekeeping in British Columbia
Bee inspectors by the very nature of their occupation, have
interactions with dogs. Ted Kay recounts one such interaction.
“In all my years as a bee inspector I have been bitten by only
one guard dog, and to be precise, that was the guard dog’s duty.
As you start north up the Coquihalla from Hope and before you
soar up into the snowshed you may spot a scattering of houses
across the river. These were quite remote before the highway went
through and the last one up the trail was a pretty homestead beside
the river with silent hills all about. This was where I had come
to inspect bees. There didn’t seem to be anyone at home except a
stately German Shepherd dog and a vibrating Fox Terrier.
We all went to look at the bees, and as I left I pinned a note on
the empty house. The terrier, having followed me up the steps,
took exception to this and went off like a fire cracker. The shepherd dog was clearly embarrassed as we began to stroll toward the
truck. We were half way there when the terrier launched himself
off the veranda and fastened his teeth to my heel; the shepherd
may have sighed, I couldn’t hear. We were unable to persuade him
to let go so I continued the last few yards dragging the snarling
little dog alternate steps, spurts of gravel shooting from his paws.
He had attached himself to my left boot so I could slide into the
truck, partly closing the door, with him outside. Then I levered
his teeth free and shut the door. As I drove away the German
Shepherd stood in the road with his tail slowly waving; the terrier
was underneath the truck trying to eat the differential.”

Sunset Beach swarm-catcher, C.F. Connor,
1963.

B.B. Clark on retiring as
president of the West Kootenay
Division BCHPA in 1950
recalled “the first beekeeper association was formed at
Nelson in 1914. Very soon
the Nelson association and a
Lower Mainland beekeeper
group formed the BC Honey
Producers Association.”
Evelyn Floyd of Quesnel receives a BCHPA
pin from BC Apiculturist John Corner.
Vernon 1975
In 1982, Hilda Vilumsen of Vanderhoof described her own unique
method of employing a household appliance in the removal of honey
from her hives. And now we know what that narrow little attachment
is for.
“We simply wait till the first really cold night in September, plus or
minus 0 deg. Then we get up at 4 a.m. and can lift of all the honeysupers, as there is not one bee left in them. When we have lifted off the
top 4/5 the supers right over the queen excluder might have a few bees
in it. So we take our vacuum cleaner and put the hose on the exhaust
end and blow the bees right into the entrance of their hive.
We have done this for quite a few years; we can take off 40 supers in
one hour. It costs nothing and we do not have disturbed bees on hand
and not a bee in the honey house. One year we did not have a cold
September night and we had to do quite a bit of blowing to get them out;
but with using the narrow attachment piece that comes with the vacuum
cleaner, it only takes about 3 minutes to clear a super.”
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UC Davis' Dr. Harry Laidlaw in the rain
at Powell River during one of his visits in
the 1980's as consultant to the BC Honey
Bee Stock Improvement Project.

Charlie and Alison (Babe) Warren received
this award “For Outstanding and positive
innovative and creative contribution
resulting in the betterment of the Canadian
bee industry” It was presented by the
Canadian Honey Council.

Gordon Kern of Squamish was unparalleled
in his BCHPA fundraising activities at the
PNE Honey Exhibitions in the mid-80's

Grand Forks beekeeper Mike McLennan
in his earlier days

Golden Cariboo Honey's Bob Meredith and wife Leigh
at their Lillooet storefront.

The History of Beekeeping in
British Columbia 1950 – 2000 is
an interesting and enjoyable read,
but it is also an important addition
to the literature on our industry.
Doug describes how he organized
the information in the book:
“The book is quite comprehensive and I have divided it into
many segments which I feel makes
it a readable and useful reference
book.
I begin with Early Beekeeping
at the turn of the century. This is
followed by a brief report on the
early development of a beekeepers organization and of a government Apiary Program. The main
history beginning with the 1950s
is divided into ten year sections.
Included are comparative statistics on numbers of beekeepers and
hives, total honey crop and so on.
The information on these decades
includes the aims and problems
dealt with by the BCHPA and the
BC Apiculture Program.
The next section deals with
the various areas of the province
such as the Peace River, Cariboo,
Kootenays, Vancouver Island and
others. I review the activities of
BCHPA Divisions and of other
bee clubs. As well, I relate the
stories of the beekeepers in these
areas. History is about people and
their problems, accomplishments
and dreams.
Activities such as the Boone
Hodgson Wilkinson Trust Fund,
the Western Apiculture Society,
the Fraser Valley Pollinators
Association to name just a few,
are covered.
The BC Honeybee Stock
Improvement project and the
development of the queen and
package bee production industry
are given importance. The turbulence that came with tracheal
and Varroa mites and the resultant
cessation of bee imports from the
USA into Canada is given much
emphasis.
This book project is important
for British Columbia and its beekeepers. It has taken a lot of time
and energy, but it has been interesting and informative for me.”❀
VOLUME 26, #3 AUGUST 2010
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Dear Members,

BCHPA Funding Proposal
Submission Requirements
and Protocols
All funding proposals must use the Investment
Agriculture Foundation of British Columbia application
and reporting formats. All applications must comply with
the requirements of IAF or fit within the goals of the
BCHPA Strategic Plan.
Detailed information can be found at:
http://www.iafbc.ca/funding_available/programs/beekeeping/beekeeping.htm
Even projects that will not be applying for matching
funds from IAF must use the standardized formats to provide information.
All projects will have reporting requirements including the provision of receipts, invoices and other records.
After approval, the BCHPA treasurer will administer all
BCHPA and IAF project financing on behalf of the recipient project.
Non-BCHPA members will be charged an administrative fee for processing. No fees will be applied to members
in good standing.
Deadlines for submitting to BCHPA
for funding are:
February 15 • June 1 • October 15.
All applicants will be notified of a decision within six
weeks after the deadline. The six weeks is the Executive’s
assessment period.
Completed applications can be forwarded by email to:
bchpa.secretary@gmail.com
or mailed to: BCHPA Funding Proposals, PO Box
1650, Comox, BC V9M 8A2
Applicants are instructed to refrain from contacting
Executive members during the assessment period except to
provide information to the BCHPA Secretary or Treasurer
as requested. Thank you. ❀

SIMILKAMEEN APIARIES
2098 Ritchie Drive, Cawston, BC V0X 1C2

I regret I will be stepping down
from the position of BCHPA Second
Vice President after serving only one
year. I find I am unable to work effectively under the current administrative
regime and still fulfill my other responsibilities.
I want to thank all of you for your support for the
initiatives I have been involved in, particularly the Day
of the Honey Bee and the proposal to join the B.C.
Agricultural Council.
Yours, Allen Garr

Hardie Honey
PACKAGE BEES • HONEY • WAX • BULK BEES • QUEENS
4035 Robson Road, Duncan BC V9L 6G7
BLAINE & JAN
DUAINE 250-748-8471
PH/FAX 250-746-4389
hardiehoney@shaw.ca

Everything You Need for Making Candles and Soap!
Wick * Silicone & Metal Molds * Dyes * Beeswax Sheets * Soy Wax
See our online product catalogue for helpful candle making info:
We accept PayPal
Ph 604-294-1232 or 1-800-940-1232
www.wicksandwax.com
2565 Eastbrook Parkway, Burnaby, opposite Costco off Willingdon & Hwy 1

RICHARDS

PACKAGING INC.
Good things come in Richards Packaging...
Glass and Plastic Jars

375ml (500gr Honey) Cylinder Jars
750ml (1kg Honey) cylinder Jars

Hex and Oval Hex
Glass Jars
(Including 12oz Honey)

Blair & Cheryl Tarves

Plastic Pails

QUEENS • NUCS
BREEDING STOCK
April 15 - Sept. 15

Honey
Equipment
Bees
14

Phone 250-499-2555

...and more!

Herb Isaac Sales Ltd.
✧ New & Used beekeeping equipment
✧ Honey
✧ Ezyloaders (Beekeeper Model 300 now available)
Ph: 204 662 4401 Fax: 204 662 4547
Come visit us on the web: www.herbee.com
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Ask us for our stock item catalogue
(604) 270-0111
140 – 9200 Van Horne Way, Richmond B.C. V6X 1W3

www.richardspackaging.com

Chef James Walt Cooks with Honey
As we prepare to meet in Cranbrook this October for the 2010
BC Honey Producers’ Annual Convention and Year of the
Olympic Beekeeper festivities, we thought we’d bring you a
recipe of Olympic proportions.
Chef James Walt is an individual of excellence champions ingredients grown, produced
and harvested within 100 miles
of Whistler restaurant, Araxi. His
impressive culinary career spans
some of British Columbia’s leading restaurants. His appointment
as executive chef to The Canadian
Embassy in Rome, was an experience that has shaped the way he
cooks today. ‘The European market culture has inspired me to
cook even more locally and seasonally,’ he says. Now living
in the heart of Pemberton’s farming community, James makes
regular farm visits where he personally selects the freshest
local ingredients to feature on Araxi’s menu.
James is Whistler’s only chef to cook at the celebrated
James Beard House in New York City, where he has performed three times. In 2000, he moved to Vancouver to open
Mascarpone Cheesecake with Honey-Caramel Apples and
Almond Praline
Serves 8-10
(Yields one 10-inch/25cm cake)
Ingredients:
Almond Praline
1 cup whole natural almonds
3/4 cup granulated sugar
Mascarpone Cheesecake
8 oz mascarpone cheese, room temperature
11 1/4 oz cream cheese, room temperature
5/8 cup granulated sugar
1 vanilla bean, seeds scraped and pod discarded
5 large eggs
3 egg yolks
1/3 cup whipping cream
2 cups vanilla crème anglaise, for garnish
Honey-Caramel Apples
8 large Granny Smith apples or other firm cooking apples
Juice of 1 lemon
1/2 cup granulated sugar
1 vanilla bean, pod split and seeds scraped
3/4 cup Denman Island apple juice
or similar organic apple juice
1/4 cup Golden Cariboo honey
or similar unpasteurized liquid honey
Vanilla crème anglaise
6 egg yolks
1/2 cup granulated sugar
1 2/3 cups whipping cream

sister restaurant Blue Water
Cafe, winning rave critical
and popular reviews. James
was pivotal in establishing
the restaurant’s acclaimed
reputation during his threeyear tenure. Now, back at the
mountain as Araxi’s executive chef, he nightly debuts
his compelling regional
cuisine at Whistler’s premier restaurant. Already, his
newly released cookbook—
Araxi, Seasonal Recipes
from the Celebrated Whistler Restaurant—has won multiple
international awards, as well as a prestigious nomination from
New York’s James Beard Awards.
Without further ado, here is Chef Walt’s recipe for a memorable apple dessert with honey. Do keep in mind that this comes
from an award-winning chef, from a recent Olympic village.
The bar has been set high for your kitchen performance! Allow
ample time to make it through this rigorous challenge, an
advanced and long recipe not unlike a Nordic ski event. Your
guests and you will be well rewarded.
1/2 cup whole milk
1 vanilla bean, pod split and seeds scraped
Dried Fruit Chips
1/2 recipe simple syrup
Juice of 1 lemon
1 apple, such as Pink Lady or Granny Smith,
skin on or 1 pear, such as Anjou, skin on
Simple Syrup
2 cups water
2 cups granulated sugar
Method:
The mascarpone cheese makes this cheesecake a little lighter than most, but quite creamy
at the same time. We use Pink Lady, Granny
Smith or Cox’s Orange Pippin apples for this
recipe because they are firm, tangy and keep
their shape and texture when cooked. You can
substitute hazelnuts, walnuts or pecans for the
almonds in the praline—or, if you want, try a
regular graham cracker crust. At Araxi, we prepare individual
portions, but the whole cake recipe here is just as delicious and
easier to make.
We garnish them with oven-dried apple chips to provide a
contrast in texture and to heighten the apple flavour.
Almond Praline
Preheat the oven to 350°f/175°c. Line a baking sheet with
parchment paper. Arrange the almonds on the baking sheet and
toast until very lightly browned, 8 to 10 minutes. Remove from
the oven and allow the nuts to cool on the baking sheet.
In a small pot, combine the sugar with just enough water
to moisten it evenly (about 1/4 cup/60 mL). Heat the sugar on
VOLUME 26, #3 AUGUST 2010
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medium heat, without stirring, until it is caramelized and light
amber, about 10 minutes. Pour this syrup over the almonds and
stir gently until the nuts are evenly coated. Allow the praline
to cool completely, then grind it in batches in a food processor
until you have a fine powder.
Mascarpone Cheesecake
Preheat the oven to 300°f/150°c. Tightly wrap the bottom of
a 10-inch/ 25-cm diameter bottomless metal ring mould with
aluminum foil. Place the mould into a large roasting pan. Place
the roasting pan on a baking sheet.
In the bowl of an electric mixer fitted with a paddle attachment, combine the mascarpone and cream cheeses with the
sugar and vanilla. Mix on medium speed until the cheeses are
well blended and the sugar is dissolved, about 5 minutes.
In a separate bowl, whisk together the eggs, egg yolks and
cream. With the motor running at low speed, add the egg mixture to the cheese mixture. Scraping down the sides of the bowl
2 or 3 times, mix until the batter is just combined and smooth,
about 3 minutes total. Strain the batter through a fine-mesh
sieve into the prepared ring mould. Discard the solids. Fill the
roasting pan with enough hot water to reach halfway up the
side of the ring mould.
Bake for 15 minutes, then turn the baking sheet around and
lower the temperature to 285°c/140°c. Bake for 10 to 15 minutes more, or until a dry knife inserted in the centre of the cake
comes out clean. Remove the ring mould from the water bath.
Refrigerate the cheesecake for 2 hours or until chilled.
Line a cake platter or a large plate with parchment paper.
Carefully remove the aluminum foil from the bottom of the
cheesecake, then gently transfer the cheese- cake to the platter
(or plate). Dip a knife in hot water, then run it around the edges
of the mould to loosen the filling. Gently slide the mould up
and away from the cheesecake.
Honey-Caramel Apples
Peel and core the apples, then cut them into 1/4-inch/5-mm
slices. Place the apple slices in a large bowl and toss them with
the lemon juice to prevent oxidization.
In a large sauté pan on medium heat, cook the sugar until it
turns a golden brown, about 4 minutes. Add the apples to the
pan, then stir in the vanilla seeds and pod. Deglaze the pan
with the apple juice and honey, then sauté the apples, stirring
frequently, until the liquid is reduced and the apple slices are
slightly translucent, about 15 minutes. (If the pan dries out too
quickly, add 1/4 cup/60 mL more apple juice.) Remove the
apples from the heat and transfer them to a stainless steel bowl.
Allow the mixture to cool to room temperature, then discard
the vanilla pod. Set aside.
Finish Cheesecake
Gently sift half of the almond praline onto a clean work surface, and shape it into a circle 11 inches/27.5 cm in diameter.
Carefully place the cheesecake onto the praline and press gently on the cake to coat the bottom of it. Using two lifters, transfer the cheesecake to a large cake platter or serving plate.
Cut a sheet of parchment paper into a 10-inch/25-cm circle.
Slide the ring mould back around the cake, then fan the apple
slices in a circle on the top of the cheesecake, ensuring that
they reach right to the edge. Place the parchment paper over
the apples and lightly press it down with your hands to set the
apples onto the cheesecake. Remove the parchment paper and
the ring mould. Using a plastic scraper, coat the sides of the
cheesecake with the remaining almond praline.
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To serve
Using a sharp knife dipped in hot water and then dried, slice
the cake into individual servings. Serve with generous spoonfuls of vanilla crème anglaise.
Vanilla Crème Anglaise
Fill a large bowl with ice. Place the egg yolks and the sugar
in a medium bowl and whisk together by hand until creamy.
In a medium saucepan, combine the cream, milk and vanilla.
Bring the cream mixture to a boil on medium heat, then
remove it from the heat. Slowly pour the cream into the yolksugar mixture, whisking constantly.
Pour the custard back into the saucepan. Reduce the heat
to medium and cook, stirring constantly with a rubber spatula
to prevent the sauce from sticking to the pot, until the mixture
starts to thicken and coats the back of a spoon, 4 to 6 minutes.
Be careful not to boil the custard. Remove from the heat and
strain the custard through a fine-mesh sieve into a medium
bowl, discarding the solids. Place the bowl of custard into
the bowl of ice and allow the crème anglaise to cool, stirring
occasionally to prevent a skin from forming on top. Will keep
refrigerated in an airtight container for up to 4 days.
Dried Fruit Chips
At the restaurant, we prepare a variety of dried fruit chips
to use as garnishes for both sweet and savoury dishes. The
method described below works well with apples and pears.
To make pineapple chips, which don’t require any additional
sugar or the lemon juice, just peel the fruit then slice the flesh
horizontally and bake it as for the apples and pears. Using silicone mats will result in flatter and more attractive chips, but
parchment paper will work just as well.
PreHeat the oven to185°F/85°C. Line two baking sheets
with silicone baking mats or parchment paper.
Place the simple syrup in a small saucepan and bring it to
a boil on high heat. Remove from the heat and add the lemon
juice. Set the syrup aside in a warm place.
To make apple chips, cut the apple in half horizontally. To
make pear chips, cut the pear in half vertically. Using a mandoline or a tough, very sharp knife, begin on the cut side and
slice the fruit as thinly as possible. (Don’t worry about the core
or the seeds, as a sharp blade will slice right through them. The
seed pattern gives the chips a nice design.) Cut 5 to 6 pieces,
then submerge them in the warm lemon syrup, swirling them
gently with a fork or spoon. Continue slicing and submerging
the fruit, in batches if necessary to prevent overcrowding the
saucepan.
When the fruit is well saturated and slightly translucent, 5 to
10 minutes, remove one slice at a time. Wipe any excess syrup
on the edge of the saucepan, then lay each slice on the baking
tray. Be sure not to overlap the fruit. Using your fingertips,
gently smooth the slices so they adhere firmly to the baking
mat or parchment paper.
Bake the fruit for 1 1/2 to 2 hours, or until the chips are
leathery while still warm but harden quickly when gently
peeled off the tray. Carefully peel all of the chips from the tray
and allow them to cool. Will keep in an airtight container at
room temperature for up to 1 week.
Simple Syrup
Place the Water and sugar in a small saucepan and whisk
to combine. Cook on medium heat until the mixture comes to
a boil and the sugar is dissolved. Remove from the heat and
refrigerate for 45 minutes, until chilled. Will keep refrigerated
in an airtight container for up to 2 weeks. ❀

Canadian Honey
Council Report
January
will mark
the
third
by Ted Hancock
BCHPA Representative anniversary
of the new,
reorganized Canadian Honey Council
CHC. As our current BCHPA CHC rep,
I am often asked, “Why do we need the
CHC?” and “Can we afford it?”
The first question always surprises
me. Especially coming from a beekeeper
of all people. I feel it’s the same as asking, “Why do we need a country?” or
“Why do honey bees cooperate?”.
The CHC gathers together a group
of Canadian beekeepers who pool
their knowledge and experience while
attempting to improve beekeeping in
Canada. By working cooperatively we
can accomplish things that no individual
could.
I find the second question more difficult to answer. It is hard to put a
monetary value on all the work done
by the CHC. Recently, (at the Calgary
Stampede) CHC president Corey Bacon
and CHC CEO Heather Clay met with
federal minister of agriculture Gerry Ritz
to discuss issues important to our industry. How do you put a value on that? And
no one knows what future events might
occur that require a united, national
body to defend our interests. In the end,
it is the BCHPA membership who must
decide “can we afford it?”.
I really should be extracting honey so
in lieu of a more detailed report of recent
CHC activities I will include a summary
of CHC accomplishments written by
CHC CEO Heather Clay.
Hope you have a good honey crop.
Thanks for your continued support of
the CHC.
Canadian Honey Council
and 'What we do'.
Heather Clay
Chief Executive Officer,
Canadian Honey Council, Calgary AB
A New Beginning
The need for a national honey bee
organization has long been recognized
by the beekeeping industry. It was formally acknowledged by a diverse group

of stakeholders at a summit meeting in
Quebec in 2006 that the CHC is 'the
voice of the Canadian honey bee industry'.
The problem was how to leverage
support in principle into a working organization that is effective and sustainable.
After two years of consultation, industry
leaders voted unanimously to endorse
twenty founding principles for the new
CHC. At the Annual General Meeting
held in Calgary January 2008, the directors of the CHC voted for new bylaws
that support the changes to membership,
participation, and structure of the organization.
The resulting new Canadian Honey
Council is an organization of organizations mandated to deal with many
national issues relevant to the Canadian
honey bee industry. The CHC is no longer in competition with provincial associations for members. Provincial associations are now the voting members of
the national organization and the members of each provincial organization,
mostly beekeepers, receive benefits from
the CHC in terms of better support for
industry concerns. Benefits also include
a subscription to the quarterly Hivelights
magazine. As well. CHC communicates its activities via the website and
our monthly b-TALK-newsletter. For
archived copies of the magazine and
b-TALK visit www.hivelights.ca.
The change in organization: positions CHC as the unified voice of the
Canadian honey bee industry, allows it
to act as the instrument for achieving a
sustainable Canadian honey bee industry
brings it nearer to effectively promoting a dynamic and prosperous Canadian
honey bee industry.
Strategic Priorities: The CHC has
four strategic priorities and all the projects we undertake are guided by these
priorities.
Hive Health: thriving productive
livestock
Market Access/Share: increased
demand that supports better prices
Food Safety: top quality products
that instil consumer confidence
Labour and Succession: people to
work in the industry now and in the
VOLUME 26, #3 AUGUST 2010
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PEACE-FRASER APIARIES
Beekeeping Services For BC Beekeepers
Courses

Seminars

Livestock Sales
Hive Inspections

Crop Pollination

Varroa, Nosema, and Tracheal Mite Sampling

Eric Stromgren
604.219.0782
pfapiaries@gmail.com
www.BeekeeperEric.blogspot.com

Van and
Isle
Apiaries
Bee Products
NUCS • QUEENS
PACKAGES
Grant Stringer
email: vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
Tel 250-652-9834 Fax 250-665-6121
8183 Alec Rd, Saanichton, BC V8M 1S3

future
Many of the projects and issues that we are currently dealing
with are summarized on our website:
http://www.honeycouncil.ca/
One item of particular interest this time of year, as we
prepare our hives for winter, and treat for Varroa mites, is the
threatened status of Formic Acid. This falls under our HIVE
HEALTH strategic priority.
Formic Acid: A proposal was announced 4th June, 2009
to remove the status of CAPCO 94-05 for formic acid by
December 31, 2010. The note to CAPCO 94-05 document was
issued in 1994 based on the best knowledge at that time. Since
then, there have been refinements to the methods of application
of formic acid. Many beekeepers rely on 65% formic acid for
suppression of Varroa mites and are keen to have it available
as a legal product. The CHC has requested that the PMRA
maintains the status quo and if possible extends the deadline
for withdrawal of formic acid.
CHC: a bold new future
The CHC is truly the national voice for the Canadian honey
bee industry, dedicated to supporting and promoting a dynamic
and prosperous Canadian honey bee industry that promotes
'100% Canadian' and acting as the instrument for achieving a sustainable Canadian honey bee industry in the global
economy. Our link to the provincial association is through the
CHC director. ❀
Outside of a dog, a book is man's
best friend. Inside of a dog it's too
dark to read.
- Groucho Marx

BC Honey Producers’ Association

NUTRITIONAL
FACT
Nutrition Facts
V
LABELS Pear 1l etabulesr pononu t(20r ig)t i v e
Pour 1 cuillère à table

only

1.5¢
each
Rolls of
2000

Amount
Teneur

Breeding sustainable stock today for a brighter future
Queens ~ April - September
Nucs ~ April - June
Elizabeth & Terry Huxter (250) 442-5204 Email: lizandterry@gmail.com

(20g)

% Daily Value
% valeur quotidienne

Calories / Calories 60
Fat / Lipides 0 g
Carbohydrates / Glucid
es 17 g
Sugars / Sucres 16 g
Protein / Protéines
0g

0%
6 %

Not a significant sour
ce of saturated fat, tran
s fat,
cholesterol, sodium,
fibre, vitamin A, vitam
in C,
calcium or iron.
Source négligeable de
lipides saturés, lipides
trans, cholestérol, sodi
um, fibres, vitamine A,
vitamine C, calcium et
fer.

To order and for details contact:
Duaine Hardie
250-748-8471
hardiehoney@shaw.ca
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4880 WELL ROAD • GRAND FORKS, B.C. V0H 1H5

Lamb Acres
Electric Fencing
Parmak solar fencers reconstruction

Ab, Eva and Wyatt Gorrill
Box 100
Bulyea, Saskatchewan
SOG 0L0

Phone: 306-725-4820
Fax: 306-725-3193
www.lambacres.ca

Beekeeping Supplies, Equipment & Glassware

Larry & Marilyn Lindahl
6456 Cowichan Valley Hwy PO Box 1491 - Lake Cowichan BC V0R 2G0
250-749-3800 - www.thebeestore.com

Cranbrook Education Day Featured Speakers
Dr. Jerry Bromenshenk
Jerry is planning two presentations: ‘Colony Collapse Disorder
and Nosema Ceranae, Is there a
Relationship?’ and ‘Amazing Bees
and Technologies, from Trained
Bees to a Hand-Held Scanner for
Detecting Mites and Bee Diseases.’
Dr. Bromenshenk has a Ph.D. in
Entomology from Montana State
University-Bozeman and 37 years of
honey bee related research experience. He is a Research Professor at
The University of Montana-Missoula; CE0/President of Bee
Alert Technology, Inc.; a technology transfer and contract bee
research company, and Director of the State of Montana’s U.S.

Department of Energy’s Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research (DOE-EPSCoR).
With his four research partners, he holds patents on the training of bees to locate explosives, dead bodies, and meth labs,
electronic Smart Hives for use as Sentinel Systems (a form of
Miner’s Canary) and for distance management of bees, and
a hand-held acoustic scanner for the detection of mites and
bee diseases. His team has recently been investigating Colony
Collapse Disorder and its possible cause.
His company and research team of faculty and students specialize in innovative bee-related research, conducting basic
research through the University of Montana and the more
applied research through Bee Alert. Their work is sponsored
by a variety of clients, ranging from government to the private
sector, and from corporations and non-profit foundations to
individual beekeepers and growers.

Dave Johnson
Dave’s presentation is titled ‘Don’t
Keep All Your Bees In One Hive’.
Dave was born and raised in Nelson.
With the exception of three years spent
away in the armed forces and a similar
amount of time working for External
Affairs, he’s always lived in the area.
Since 1971 he and wife Pat have lived
in Harrop where they’ve raised their
three children. Dave’s training in the
armed forces was in communications,
which led to employment in that field in External Affairs then
later with the RCMP and the Nelson City Police. He retired
from the Nelson station as Chief Dispatcher.
His parents kept bees in Nelson when he was just a toddler.
Dave remembers his first introduction to them. “I was stuffing
trilliums into the entrance of a hive to ‘feed the bees’ and was
stung right between the eyes. I was swollen enough for it to
close my eyes for a short period of time.” Eventually, when

Dave and Pat purchased their small farm in nearby Harrop, his
parents moved their bees to the rural property. The Johnsons
have kept bees on the farm ever since, currently operating
between forty to fifty colonies depending on wintering success
and nuc sales.
Over time they have raised beef, pork, poultry and children
with the bees being a constant. The family has been in the
process over the past four or five years of establishing a
small blueberry plantation that they will run as a “U-Pick”
business. There is currently about one acre planted on the
farm. Dave’s interests also include support for environmental
movements, which led to involvement in the Harrop Procter
Watershed Society. An offshoot of this was the establishment of the Harrop Procter Community Forest of which
he is currently the Chair. Dave has owned and operated a
small sawmill since 1995; he’s operated it more or less continuously since 2001 with son Kevin. They sell their lumber
through the ecologically sustainable, and socially and economically equitable Harrop-Procter Forest Products co-operative.

Dr. Stephen Pernal
Steve (or colleague Andony Melathopoulos) will be presenting research that will describe the efficacy
of fumagillin treatment regimens for treating Nosema ceranae as well as the efficacy of experimental
compounds for nosema control. He will also present an update of their efforts with the APIS project,
examining which resistance traits are most heritable, closely correlated with each other, and what
implications this may have for the future of queen breeding.
Dr. Pernal received his B.Sc. (Spec.) in Zoology from Brandon University and his M.Sc. and Ph.D. in
Entomology from the University of Manitoba. His doctoral work concentrated on honey bee nutrition
and the influence of pollen quality on foraging strategies in honey bees. His thesis work was awarded
the University of Manitoba Distinguished Dissertation Award in the Natural Sciences and Engineering
for 2001.
From 1998 to 2001, he was a postdoctoral fellow with Mark Winston at Simon Fraser University where
he worked on isolating naturally produced compounds from larval and adult honey bees, which serve
as attractants and repellents for Varroa destructor.
Since the fall of 2001 he has been employed by the Canadian Federal Government as a Research Scientist with Agriculture &
Agri-Food Canada in Beaverlodge, Alberta. His work has focused on detection, control and residue issues concerning oxytetracycline-resistant AFB and food-grade therapies for chalkbrood disease. Currently, he is involved in a project examining management strategies and therapies for Nosema ceranae as well as research that aims to evaluate and select for resistance factors to
American foulbrood disease and Varroa mites.
He has recently served as Officer-in-Charge of Beaverlodge Research Farm and is Past President of the Canadian Association
of Professional Apiculturists.
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Cranbrook Education Day Featured Speakers
Allen Dick
Allen’s topic is ‘Thoughts for the
Hobbyist Beekeeper’. “A discussion of the similarities and
differences between hobby and
commercial beekeeping and what
lies in-between, from someone
who went from hobby to commercial (4,500 hives) and back to
hobby”.
Allen Dick is a retired commercial beekeeper, and is best known
for his participation on BEE-L (The original Internet bee discussion list), and for his articles published in ‘Bee Culture’,
‘Canadian Beekeeping’, ‘Alberta BeeNews’, ‘Hive Lights’ and
‘The Speedy Bee’, and on Honeybeeworld.com, his own popular and sometime controversial site the world Wide Web.
Allen lives, with his wife and partner, Ellen, in a former schoolhouse on the edge of a village in rural Alberta. Over the years
Allen has been many things: a hard rock miner, a laborer, an
electricians’ helper, a railway worker, a carpenter, a radio &
television repairman, a magazine writer, an Alberta Provincial
Bee Inspector, A VP in charge of marketing, and a computer
programmer. He is also a past director of the Alberta Beekeepers Association
For hobbies, Allen holds an advanced radio amateur license
(VE6CFK), is an avid windsurfer, an ultralight pilot, an ocean
sailor with skipper and navigation certification, a former ski
patroller and a ski and snowboarding instructor. He has also
been a welding instructor, computing instructor, a beekeeping
instructor, the instructor at two popular computer camps for

Dr. Cameron Lait
Cameron will discuss his paper on: ‘Treatment regime using
synthetic brood pheromone (SuperBoost) enhanced performance of honey bee (Apis mellifera) colonies established from
imported packages.’
Cameron Lait completed a BSc in Biology at the University
of Victoria with a minor in Biochemistry and Microbiology
in 1992. He then earned a PhD in Plant Physiology and
Biochemistry in 1998 from the University of Alberta, followed
by a term as a postdoctoral fellow at Simon Fraser University.
At SFU he collaborated with John Borden, Professor Allison
Kermode and PhD student Sarah Bates on developing an
antibody-based method for detecting minute amounts of saliva
left by western conifer seed bugs inside seeds that they had
emptied. Beginning in 2001, Cameron worked with Dr. Jim
Tumlinson, first in the USDA Center for Medical, Agricultural
and Veterinary Entomology in Gainesville, Florida (where some
honey bee research was done), and more recently as a Senior
Research Associate and laboratory director at Pennsylvania
State University. Cameron has published 14 papers in refereed
journals and joined Contech in mid 2008, where he has worked
on developing new techniques for managing bark beetles, yellowjackets, stored product pests and honey bees. ❀
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kids at Olds College, but most of his efforts -- from 1972 to
2003 – have been spent as owner, operator and partner in the
Dick family commercial beekeeping operation which he and he
wife built up from scratch.
At one time, Allen and his family had as many as 4,500 hives,
20 employees, pollination and honey contracts, and a mail-order business -- plus extensive farmers market sales -- and were
also the largest producers of Ross rounds worldwide. Over the
years, they trained and managed hundreds of summer students
and a number of longer-term employees as well, as planning,
financing and managing the business.
At the same time they raised two children, a son, Jonathan, who
is a programmer in California, and a daughter, Jean, who lives
in Alberta. Although Jon and Jean both grew up working in the
bee operation, and had their own hives, neither has any bees
now -- or plans to get any.
Most recently Allen wrote a Beekeeping Green Certificate
commercial beekeeping curriculum for Lakeland College and
Alberta Agriculture. The course is offered as a credit course in
Alberta high schools.
For his efforts, Allen was presented in 2007 with the Alberta
Beekeepers Association Beekeeper Achievement Award -- in
recognition of his beekeeping diary on the web and his work in
writing the Alberta Green Certificate Course.
In 2003, after 30 years of commercial beekeeping, Allen and
his wife retired, and now Allen keeps busy with travel, family
and a number of free-lance projects -- and he keeps about one
hundred hobby hives.

Dr. Bob Niedermayer
Bob will speak about being a ‘Healthy Beekeeper’, addressing the risks of bee stings, back injury, pesticide exposure,
smoker hazards, and heat related illness.
Raised in Fort Qu’Appelle, Saskatchewan, Bob attended
University of Saskatchewan, in Saskatoon where he obtained
his medical degree in 1969. From there he moved to
Michigan to do his internship and one year of postgraduate
surgical training before going into family practice. Over his
forty year career Niedermayer practiced in Newfoundland,
then out West to Cassiar and Cranbrook BC. He also worked
briefly in Nepal and Haiti. Two years prior to retiring in 2009
Bob became a hobby beekeeper.

The love of learning, the sequestered nooks,
And all the sweet serenity of books.
- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Cranbrook BCHPA AGM 2010
October 21, 22, 23
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION only $175 until September 30
THE EARLY BIRD
REGISTRATION BONUS
Your Conference 2010 committee
is most happy to reveal the "Early
Bird Bonus." It is a high quality,
stainless steel, spill proof, thermal
coffee mug with the 2010 BCHPA
Olympic Beekeeper Logo on it –
a $25.00 value. As an added bonus, each coffee mug will come
wrapped in a sturdy, locally hand
sewn, canvas shopping bag that
again bares the unique and colorful
Olympic Beekeeper Logo – a $10
value.

CRANBROOK ACCOMMODATION
All but the Prestige are within walking distance of the Heritage Inn where
the conference is being held. The Prestige is the newest and most luxurious of
the options. The Days Inn is just across the street from the Heritage Inn where
the convention takes place.
Heritage Inn
Prestige Inn
1-250-489-4301
1-250-417-0444
$92 and $102
$105 and $150
Days Inn
1-250-426-6683
Single Deluxe Room with 1 King Bed
$84.95, a Double Deluxe Room with 2
Queen Beds $89.95 the Daybreak Cafe
offers a complementary continental
breakfast daily from 6:30am - 10:00am

Best Western Cranbrook Hotel
1-250-417-4002
$139.99 and $139.99
Lazy Bear Motel
1-250-426-6086
Manager’s Special $64.95 and $74.95
There are lots of other motels and hotels
that can be found on the internet. These
rates are priced according to one queen
bed and two queen beds. Rates do
not include taxes.

To Register go to back
cover or download off
BCHPA website.

The Plight of the Honey Bee
Free Public Forum at College of the Rockies
Wednesday, October 20 7:30pm – 9:00pm
To start off our convention we will be having a free public forum. We have already booked the College of the Rockies
(Gold Creek Campus) for this event. We plan to have speakers
address the following topics: "The value of the Honey Bee,"
"The Plight of the Honey Bee," "Pesticides and Honey Bees,"
"Urban Beekeeping - No Problem" "Getting into Beekeeping."
The evening will conclude with a panel to answer questions and
end with the attendees being able to participate in Saturday’s
BCHPA educational day.
Both Fernie and Kimberley have passed by-laws prohibiting
the use of cosmetic pesticides. Hopefully, Cranbrook and our
Regional District will get on board. After contacting the cocoordinator of the RDEK noxious weed program, it was agreed
if they had the GPS locations of hives, they would not spray
when nectar producing weed plants such as knapweed were in
bloom and would limit spraying in the immediate area where
honey bees are located. Locally we are hoping to reduce the
cosmetic use of pesticides.
This will be covered by a special grant from the East Kootenay Regional District with no cost to the BCHPA. You are all
invited to come early, enjoy Cranbrook and take in the event.

BOONE HODGSON WILKINSON FUND
Funding the Study of Apiculture in British Columbia
Since 1965
Applications
are processed
during the winter
months.
For further
information
or donations
please contact:
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Dr. John Boone
3830 West 37th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V6N 2W3
Tel 604-266-9301
jboone@telus.net
2010 DIRECTORS
John Boone
Ian Farber • Joe Lomond • Bob Meredith

CRA Registered Charity • Tax Receipts Issued
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Spanish Architect Took Inspiration from Nature
Honey Bee Hexagons in Barcelona
- Diane Dunaway
In my travels this summer I visited a
stunning UNESCO World Heritage Site
in Spain. La Sagrada Familia Temple
is: “Considered the master-work of
renowned Spanish architect Antoni Gaudí
(1852–1926), the project’s vast scale and
idiosyncratic design have made it one of
Barcelona’s top tourist attractions.”
What I found so remarkable about the
Temple, besides its amazing towering
beauty, is that it’s been a work in progress since 1882. An ambitious work, as
I’m certain that more than one structural
engineer has cursed its existence!
“Each day, more than 100 craftsmen
continue work on La Sagrada Familia,
the massive five-spired Temple that
has come to dominate the Barcelona
skyline and symbolize the faith of the
people of this city of two million on the
Mediterranean coast.”

it is anticipated that La Sagrada Familia
will be complete by 2030. This is roughly the timeline anticipated by architect
Antoni Gaudi.”
In showcasing the design work, an
exhibition “Gaudi and Nature” on the
ground floor of the Temple sets out to
show the roots of his organic architecture. Onlookers are invited to “look at
Gaudi’s work through the eyes of the
master, to discover the geometry of the
animal, plant and mineral kingdoms, to
understand the ties, the inspiration and
the relationships that Gaudi was continually establishing with what he called the
great book of nature.”
So, if Spain is on your travel horizons, consider this a must see!

Antoni Gaudi

Technologies Corporation

Hive Contamination Management

To qualify as an UNESCO site, a
place must have ‘outstanding cultural
or natural importance to the common
heritage of humanity’. In my opinion,
Gaudi’s temple covers both criteria with
his organically inspired design.
Remarkably the people of Barcelona
are steadfast in their commitment to La
Sagrada Familia. “During the Spanish
Civil War, from 1936-39, not only was
there a hault to construction, but some
of the church was destroyed. However,
work is progressing smoothly now and

Iotron provides a solution for today’s bee colony problems. Iotron’s treatment
program provides apiculturists with a cost effective and environmentally
friendly solution for managing common beehive contaminants. Iotron’s electron
beam irradiation processing
treatment is proven effective
for treating comb, pollen
and wax, Iotron’s processing
method penetrates through
materials like an X-ray,
yielding
superior
results
allowing
beekeepers
to
reduce or eliminate the
use of antibiotics and other
interventions in the field.
Iotron’s electron beam irradiation processing technology is an advanced tool
for working on today’s complex issues.

Please contact Iotron for more information:
1425 Kebet Way
Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 6L3
Tel: 604 945-8838 Fax: 604 945-8827
e-mail: rkhansen@iotron.com
www.iotron.com
ISO 9001:2000 Quality System
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- Allen Garr
The first annual Day of the Honey
Bee celebrated on May 29 was an overwhelming success that attracted thousands of people to educational events
across the province. All of this in spite
of some pretty drippy weather in many
parts of the province.
We sent out packages of brochures to
about two dozen groups and individuals
who basically organized their own creative events to inform the public about
the plight of the honey bee and the value
of pollination.
In some cases whole clubs participated. In other it was groups of beekeepers
who got together just for this day.
There were at least a dozen municipal
proclamations including most of those on
Southern Vancouver Island, Vancouver
and the City of North Vancouver.
Some of the highlights included:
Tugwell Creek on Vancouver Island
where 400 folks turned up to hear the
local MLA read the provincial proclamation and cut a cake.
The Kamloops Club had an observation hive and snacks made with honey.
On Saltspring Island beekeepers were
at the farmers market as they were in
Burnaby, Vancouver, North Vancouver
and Powell River, usually with observation hives and information bulletins.
Some 500 turned up at the farmers market in Courtenay.
Fernie had a display showing different pollinators and problems with insecticides and the value of buying locally
produced food.
In Cranbrook they had a youngster
dressed up in a bee costume handing out
brochures. And CTV Television captured
Judy Campbell of Campbell’s Gold at
the Langley Bee Club event dressed up
in a bee costume doing a waggle dance.
Due to inclement weather they had to
cancel the “bee races” but there were lots
of kids with face paint.
Williams Lake offered honey for tasting and kids books about bees.
Most people who responded to my
survey found the media tip sheet useful,
although it could probably use some
work. We had coverage on Vancouver

Island, up the Fraser Valley and in The
Vancouver Province as well as a number
of community papers and CBC Radio
and CKNW.
Folks would like better weather next
year (no kidding), more publicity in
advance of the event and more events
including honey tasting. As well there
are suggestions to partner with local city
halls and highlight the educational stuff.
A couple of people suggested the third
week of May would be better because
there is a lot happening in that last
weekend.
Participating beekeepers said what
they enjoyed the most were displays
where kids could see baby bees emerging and engaging local politicians.
Observation hives were definitely a hit.
The folks in Sooke raised $725 for
the CHC Save the Bee project. It was

amazing the number of folks who found
themselves frolicking about in bee suits
and how many more just enjoyed talking
with members of the public and other
beekeepers including one from Italy.
More than 90 percent of the folks
responding to the survey said they would
like to see this as an annual event. I’d
suggest we design a new brochure. Kerry
Clark up in Dawson Creek has offered to
assist. We could send out at least twice as
many as we did this year. We distributed
about 2,000 and had a budget provided
by the BCHPA of about $500.
I’d like to thank those who responded
to the survey. And I’d like to congratulate
everyone who took part. You were absolutely splendid. And if our experience at
the Trout Lake Market in Vancouver was
anything to go buy, the public sincerely
appreciated what we were doing. ❀

New and Used
Storage Tanks for
Honey,
Liquid Sucrose
and more!
We do custom plastic manufacturing and repairs.

Twin Maple Industrial Tanks
Abbotsford, BC
Phone: (604) 854-6776 Toll Free: (800) 663-8898 Fax: (604) 854-3223
E-mail: garry@tmitanks.com
www.tmitanks.com

MITE WIPE
Safe method for applying formic acid
to control bee mites in honeybee
colonies

MUNRO HONEY
Telephone (519) 847-5333
Fax (519) 847-5340
E-mail: info@munrohoney.com
Website:www.munrohoney.com
Also available from Medivet Pharmaceuticals and Beemaid Honey
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FERNIE
by Kim and Rick Kennedy
“We were really impressed with the turn out considering the
weather. The observation hive was the star attraction, we even had
people stick around long enough to watch a new bee emerge from
her cell. It was a lot of fun listening to them encourage her to chew
her way out.”
Rachel and her tiny friend Noah (left).
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WILLIAMS LAKE

CRANBROOK
Sharon Mielnichuk, a local beekeeper and member of our
BCHPA Conference 2010 committee, sewed the bee suit.
Lance and Bobby Cuthill and Bob Neidermayer set up a
table at Top Crop while Sharon and Brian Conrad, also
on our Conference committee, set up a second table at the
cancer "Relay for Life" at the College of the Rockies. One
problem arose when it came time to put on the bee suit
and we each said, "not me!" Luckily, the local SPCA had
a burger and hotdog stand set up near by. The boy in the
picture was asked if he was being paid to cook hotdogs. He
said, "No" and was, to his mother's light hearted dismay,
offered a paying job to wear the bee suit and walk through
the store and green houses handing out Day of the Honey
Bee pamphlets. The new employee, as you can see from the
picture, was a gem for the job and more than delighted to
get his $10.00. Although the weather was definitely not
"bee" weather, we all had a lot of fun.
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May 29, 2010
Future FRASER VALLEY beekeeper
PRINCE GEORGE
Awesome observation hive even caught the attention of a man in blue.

SURREY Farmers' Market
PRINCE GEORGE

WILLIAMS LAKE just checking!

RICHMOND 'twas a soggy day!
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How to – Beekeeping Practices
- Doug McCutcheon
When you read this it will be mid to late August. By then
the main honeyflow will be over and it will be time to take the
honey from the fives. Often beekeepers do not like to “pull
off” the honey supers this early as the bees are still seemingly
gathering nectar. And they are, but the amount is small and is
used by the colony to feed the brood and for the bees’ own
energy for flying and doing “in-colony duties”. If a hive is on
a platform scale and the weight recorded daily, in late August
one can see that the hive weight increases very little, if at all.
There are at least two good reasons for pulling honey supers
off the hives early:
1) the weather is still warm so the honey will extract and strain
more readily
2) it is important to apply preventative treatments by early
September to control mites
Essentials for using Formic Acid. A 4 litre container of Formic
Why does mite control need to begin this early? Examining Acid, Mite wipe pads, rubber gloves
Varroa life history is helpful. During the brood rearing season
female Varroa mites enter bee brood cells just before the cells
are capped. They lay several eggs on the developing bee larvae. The Varroa eggs hatch while the pupal stage of the bee
is developing. Some young mites are female, some are male.
These young mites mate and often will begin to eat the developing bee brood. When the bee emerges, the expanded Varroa
mite population also emerges. Unchecked, these mites continue their reproductive cycle, soon entering more bee brood
cells, exponentially raising their numbers.
In a bee colony with a large amount of brood reared during
the summer season, one can imagine the number of Varroa
mites in a colony by early September. It is a common perception that “my hives don’t have a mite problem, they have a
good population”. Unfortunately when the bee brood rearing
ceases in late October, the adult Varroa mites will then attack
the remaining adult bees. More often than not, the colony will
die before spring.
USING FORMIC ACID
Pads are placed in soaking containers yellow side up. Formic acid
TO CONTROL VARROA MITES
is poured in to cover pads and left for 5 hours or more
Formic Acid is a highly effective medication for Varroa mite
and Tracheal mite control. It is considered organic as Formic Buy Mite Wipes from recognized beekeeping supply outAcid occurs naturally in honey in trace amounts. The word lets. Do not obtain pads from a meat counter since such
“acid” may seem a little foreboding, but handled properly it pads may not absorb the correct amount of Formic Acid.
is not normally dangerous to bees or humans. It is available in
either four litre or 20 litre containers in a 65% concentration. It SOAKING MITE WIPE PADS
is available at most bee supply outlets. Shipping costs are quite AND APPLYING TO HIVES
high because Formic Acid is designated Dangerous Goods.
Have ready
It is suggested that a few beekeepers co-operate in obtaining
– good rubber gloves
it. The same Dangerous Goods charges apply whether one or
– three containers with tight-fitting lids (3kg honey pails or
several containers are shipped. Formic Acid remains stable and
ice cream pails).
therefore useful for many years. For safety, keep Formic Acid
– a supply of fresh clean water in case of spills
in the original marked container.
APPLYING FORMIC ACID WITH MITE WIPE PADS * Work quickly but carefully – always wear rubber gloves
Mite Wipes are pads that are designed to soak up a mea- DO NOT BREATHE ACID FUMES
sured amount of liquid. One side is solid yellow plastic. The Eye goggles and a respiration mask recommended for proother side is white plastic with many small absorbent slits. The longed exposure
material inside the pad absorbs the correct amount of Formic
• In one of the containers place the number of pads needed
Acid to provide the recommended dosage.
for one application. Place white perforated side down.
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• Pour Formic Acid on the pads until they are covered.
• Put lid on container and leave for a few hours so pads
absorb liquid and are saturated.
• Prepare a second container with a plastic screen held off
the bottom by a few stick of wood. (Do not use metal as the
acid will erode it.)
• Remove pads from soaking container and place in draining container, white side down.
• Let pads drain for four to five hours.
• Put drained pads in third container, lid on. Apply to hives
as soon as possible.
• To apply, remove lid and inner cover of bee hive. Smoke
bee down. Place pad, white side down on the middle of the
top bars of the top brood box. Quickly replace inner cover and
lid.

Pads are removed from soaking container and placed in a draining
container over a screen.

SEASONAL APPLICATION DIRECTIONS
Fall Application – four applications at one-week intervals
(after honey removal).
Spring Application – three applications at one-week intervals when daytime temperatures are 10 degrees C or higher.
❀
• Editor’s note: there are several excellent Formic Acid
application methods in practice and delivery materials available. This is in no way meant to favour one brand over another.
Whatever system you do use, please be sure to follow the
manufacturer’s instructions

Let excess Formic Acid drain from pads for several hours. After
draining, place in a tight container. Place on hives as soon as
possible.

Books are the compasses
and telescopes and sextants and charts which
other men have prepared
to help us navigate the dangerous seas of
human life.
- Jesse Lee Bennett

Round comb section
equipment and
Sundance pollen traps.
Contact your dealer for supplies.

Ross Rounds, Inc.
PO Box 11583 • Albany NY 12211-0583
T: 1-518-370-4989 • F: 1-518-381-6370
www.rossrounds.com

Maximize Spring Build-up
and Colony Health
Feed ready-made patties from

GLOBAL PATTIES

Bees need both protein and carbohydrate
for good build-up and large honey crops.
Feed patties to ensure colony health,
fast build-up and maximum production.

Learn more at www.globalpatties.com
and call 1-866-948-6084 toll free
or email mike@globalpatties.com
Pollen in our formula is irradiated by Iotron for prevention of bee disease
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British Columbia Honey Producers Association
Semi-Annual General Meeting
Kamloops, BC
March 13, 2010
Annual General Meeting Minutes adopted Minutes of 2009
annual general meeting as distributed. Motion to accept: Mike
Campbell moved, Lance Cuthill 2nd: Passed
Presidents Report: Stan Reist: Stan greeted all present
and announced the program of 5 Integrated Pest Management
workshops that will be offered through the province. Partial
funding will be provided by IAF.
First Vice Report: Wayne Neidig reported the 2009 AGM
was a huge success with profit to both the BCHPA and the
Capital Region Beekeeping Club. Current activity is to include
a review of the strategic plan and to extend it for 2 more years.
New projects include Day of the Honey Bee and the development of a BCHPA official Beekeeping course.
The 2010 AGM will be held in Cranbrook and the CHC will
concurrently hold their business meeting at the same location.
Second Vice Report: Allen Garr wants to work on building
membership. One way is to offer education around the province. Association will continue to request IAF funding to help.
The BCHPA will be offering support by providing brochures
and media kits to groups requesting. Also, the association will
be looking into joining BC Ag Council.
Secretary Report: Brenda Jager reported BCHPA letters
were sent to
•
6 berry and fruit growers associations
•
Provincial Apiculturist to support PMRA emergency
registration of Apivar
•
Minister of Agriculture to invite him to Cranbrook
AGM.
A letter will be forwarded to CHC to support the registration of liquid formic acid to allow many application methods,
based on size of hive and environmental (local) conditions.
There were 9 conference call meetings with associated agendas
and minutes.
Treasurer’s Report: Pauline Thompson reported a drop
in the number of members with higher numbers of hives and
fewer memberships has decreased the income of the association.
The spousal voting membership that has been offered for
the first part of this year will be discontinued. To simplify
eligibility, divisions requesting funding from IAF for convention costs should request through BCHPA executive for their
application.
The following financial reports were presented to membership: copies will be provided if requested.
•
Balance Sheet: February 28, 2010
•
Budget/Actual Comparison to February 28, 2010
•
Membership Revenue charts
Certified Producer Program / Nutritional Labels: Duaine
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Hardie reported renewals will soon be mailed out. Nutritional
Labels are also available to members. An email survey to
registered producers will be done to work on direction of the
program. There is a need to separate the revenue of the program to use it for testing. There are 25 registered members in
the program.
BHWT: John Boone presented a Financial Report to March
2010 and reported a grant to UBC grad student working with
Leonard Foster who will receive $2500 to use invitro larval
rearing to study nutrition in royal jelly that triggers queen
development.
BeesCene: Diane Dunaway reported that a new webmaster
may be required as Wen Lin is now working full-time and is
less available for timely updates.
Library/Education: Ian Farber reported BCHPA is having
90th birthday. Conversion of VHS tapes to CD’s is continuing.
Members are using the materials available through the library.
Beekeeping Educational Curriculum: Lance Cuthill
reported the creation of a committee of 9 to develop the
Beginner Beekeeping Materials and curriculum - Lori Voyer,
Jaquie Bunse, Larry Lindahl, Steve Mitchell, Lance Cuthill,
Eric Stromgren, Ian Farber, Mike Campbell and Dave Johnson.
Current funding is $4500 to cover travel, meeting costs and
draft modules for students, instructors and suggested activity of course. Course will provide certification after optional
exam. Instructors will need to be certified.
Doug McCutcheon Book publishing / Life membership:
A life membership for Doug McCutcheon was announced.
Doug with help from his wife Eileen will likely present their
completed book for the AGM. The history book will cover
beekeeping from the 1950’s to the present.
Regional Reports:
Kootenay – Dave John son reported amazing winter weather
and good survival rate. Area is looking to expansion rather than
recovery. There is a low snow pack and this could be an issue
later in the season. Demand for local honey and products is up
and the demand for bees is up. There are many new beekeepers
in the Kootenay area.
Vancouver Island – Barry Denluck and Larry Lindahl
reported a huge loss of up to 90% of the bees on the lower
island. There has been better success north of Nanaimo. Barry
reported a huge number of new beekeepers (20+) at the last
Victoria meeting. The club is planning to courses and field
days for the new members. Victoria is changing its by-laws
to allow bees in the residential areas of Oak Bay, Sidney and
View Royal.

Creston Valley – Lance Cuthill reported excellent survival
rate except for one very large insecticide killing of 70 hives.
Alberta bees that were left all year in the Creston Valley had
a better survival rate than the transitory hives that moved to
Alberta and back. City of Cranbrook is now allowing bees.
Langley Area – Gerry McKee reported low numbers of
dead outs. It looks as though pollination will be early with
blueberries picked in June? Iotron has been a popular treatment
in the area. Alberta beekeepers are also bringing many. Day
of the Honey Bee will be at Campbell’s Honey Farm. It will
be Family oriented with workstations for kids and activities
for adults with microscopes etc. Some beekeepers in the area
are concerned about the issue of Chinese Pollen being used in
Global Patties.
Richmond – Allen Garr reported bees are now legalized in
residential areas. There has been good overwintering with lots
of pollen and nectar coming in. The local club has set up an
email forum for discussions. There has been a request to do a
forum on a provincial level.
BC Mal Report: Paul Van Westendorp reported large losses
on Vancouver Island and low losses so far throughout the rest
of BC. The ministry is requesting samples of bees to test –
both healthy and sick hives to establish a profile of diseases
throughout the province.
CHC Report: Ted Hancock reported a set of resolutions
made by CHC executive will be listed on the CHC web site.
Focus for the organization will be Hive Health, a chemical

application handbook, biosecurity and the prevention of disease spread, registration of liquid Formic Acid as a mite treatment, and a national Queen Breeders’ Course.
Activity report - The trade show in Orlando did much to
promote quality honey from Canada. CBISQT committee is
still working to created certification standards for the industry.
CHC continues to liaise with the federal Labour department
to make it easier to import foreign workers. CHC has an electronic newsletter that can be subscribed through the web site.
McCormick Foods (owner of BillyBee in Ontario) donated
$20,000.
Ted raised the issue that CHC needs to assign someone to
monitor PMRA activity of new pesticides to have beekeeper
input on the registrations. CFIA early permits to import bees to
Canada were cancelled and renewal fees were increase to $175
from $60. Quebec is to be removed from the CHC as they have
not paid fees or sent a representative for 2 years. Protocols for
organic honey are now listed on the CHC web page.
OLD BUSINESS
1.
Strategic Plan: Need to review and renew to be
eligible for IAF funding. BCHPA also needs a fundraising
committee to work on increasing income for specific projects –
suggestion of a Honey Bee Ball. A membership drive will help
to bring new members to the AGM.
2.
Bee Industry Development Initiative (BIDI) has
changed its funding criteria. Rick Van Kleek of the provincial
government receives the applications and ensures they are
complete, then the provincial and federal government ensure
they meet funding criteria before forwarding the application to
the IAF board. The past need to have the BIDI committee vet

IN YOUR BUSINESS,
PRECAUTIONS ARE A WAY
0'-*'&%0/507&3-00,
5)&.0450#7*0640/&
Apistan® anti-varroa mite strips are an essential
part of any varroa mite control program.
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the application has been removed by the government process.
Also, the funding will now not be available to the beekeeping
industry only – the separate funds are being amalgamated and
will provide to all agricultural industries and not simply for
beekeeping. The IAF funding will not be industry earmarked;
it will be only one fund. The BCHPA will be the official spokes
group for BC Beekeeper without the need for a BIDI committee. The executive and membership thank the past BIDI committee members for a job well done. There is some question
as to how the BCHPA will work with applications from nonBCHPA members. For instance, will there be an administration
fee for processing applications?
3.
Proposal of new funding protocol guidelines for
applying for funding from BCHPA and how and when decisions will occur. Executive would like to reduce lobbying
outside of the decision process.
4.
The development of a BC Honey Council has been
proposed. A council would enable the taxation of BC hives
including Alberta hives over wintering in BC. The proposal
would be for the funds raised from beekeepers with 25 or
more hives to be used for the business of the BCHPA and CHC
membership.
5.
Hive valuations for the Agristability programs of the
provincial and federal governments has become an issue. The
program needs a fair and valid method for valuating bees in
the spring and fall. Currently their methods do not make sense
for beekeeping. 6 members present are currently enrolled in
the program.
NEW BUSINESS
1.
Day of the Honey Bee – The original company providing the brochures through the Cowichan Valley Club will be
asked to update and reprint brochures for distributing throughout the province.
2.
BC Agriculture Council – BCAC rep Dennis Lapierre
provided information on the organization. It is a member supported, member paid for advocacy / lobby organization for
general farm groups to influence government policy. They
use a 3rd party administrator for grant and funding processes.
Eg. Environmental Farm Plan. The organization also review
the Industry Agriculture Funding plan and gives feedback to
government. The organization is made up of groups and not
individual farmers. Each sector can be a mixed group. Each
sector pays a $5000 per year fee. Each group in a sector must
pay $500 for BCAC membership plus $250 for Canadian
Federation of Agriculture fee plus a share of the $5000 sector
group fee. (the share of the $5000 varies depending on the
number of groups in a sector) There may be extra feeds based
on expense receipts.
Mike Campbell moved that the executive report back to
AGM on recommendation as to which sector the BCHPA
would join in the BCAC and cost associated. Also how the cost
would be funded. Seconded by Lance Cuthill, carried.
Discussion: Terry Huxter requested info on stability of
BCAC funding. Response was that the BCAC could be forced
to do less due to restricted funding, but that the organization
would continue. The paid staff are an executive director and
administrative help. The chair receives an honorarium.
Meeting Adjourned 4:00 pm Stan Reist/Duaine Hardie:
Carried ❀
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Comprehensive Insurance Package
Exclusively for
Honey Producers
and Beekeepers
throughout
British Columbia
For your Free quote,
call Dave Ebner today !!!
Phone (604) 826-3624
Toll Free 1-877-326-3624
Fax (604) 820-0650
email: mission@jmins.com

Johnston Meier Insurance
Agencies Ltd.
356-32555 London Ave.
Mission, BC V2V 6G7

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENTS

Battery & Solar
Fence Controllers
Sun Scorpion
The Ultimate In
Power!

Little Demon
NEW
Dual-Purpose 110v./12v.
battery Advanced

‘Patriot’
Low Impedance
Chargers

From New Zealand
The little battery
power unit which
packs the greatest
punch!

Pakton Probe
The “ultimate” diagnostic
tool to find faults fast!

Portable Electric Systems
Electric nets complete with posts
General Farm • Equine Specialists
Wildlife Exclusion

FERRIS FENCING

Toll free 1-800-665-3307 Tel. 250-757-9677 Fax:250-757-9670
info@ferrisfencing.com www.ferrisfencing.com

BC Interior
Honey Bee Breeding
Stakeholders' Meeting
June 11, 2010 Williams Lake Library
In their quest to understand how the next phase of
UBC’s APIS program can create practical innovations
(e.g., a test for genetic markers of disease resistance)
for the beekeeping industry, Genome BC and UBC Apis
representatives Dr. Orit Segev and Dr. Leonard Foster
travelled to the Cariboo. Twenty beekeepers attended
the meeting, coming from as far away as the Kootenays,
Okanagan, Cariboo, Prince George area, and the Nechako
Valley.
There were several family operations represented. Meg
and Allan Paulson of Merritt came, as did Joe and Marg
Lomond from Savonna. The next generation of beekeepers was present, UVic student Ellen Hancock joined her
father Ted, and soon to be UBC student Max MacDonald
made the journey from Armstrong with his father James.
A wonderful lunch was catered by Beeotcheese, a
local restaurant committed to fresh regional ingredients.
Honey from Ambach's Williams Lake apiaries was used
in several of the dishes.
The meeting lasted for four very full hours. Participants
concluded the day fully supporting UBC Apis' honey bee
research initiatives.

BC Honey Bee industry stakeholders listen to Leonard
Foster's presentation.

ALBERTA

BEEKEEPERS
2010 CONVENTION

NOVEMBER 1 - 3, 2010
FANTASYLAND HOTEL, EDMONTON ALBERTA
Book Your Room NOW!
Please mention Group Code 110000 63483
Call 1800 737 3783 or 780 444 5541
Speakers confirmed to date:
• Dr. Jerry Bromenshenk: MEA-MFT member and University
Faculty Association board member, uses the humble honeybeeto detect environmental hazards. For 30 years, Bromenshenk,
researcher and entomologist at the University of Montana in
Missoula, has studied bees and used them to assess risks such
as radiation, chemicals, and heavy metals. Bromenshenk and his
colleagues, have been making international headlines for their
breakthrough research on using bees to detect one of the most
deadly environmental dangers of all - landmines.
• Elaine Froese: “Your Farm, Your Family, Your Choice” - Elaine
works with people who want to clearly communicate their expectations and timelines for successful transition of their farm business. She specialized in conflict resolution and coaching families to talk about tough issues. As a farmer herself and certified
coach, Elaine has helped farm families become more profitable,
better communicators, and more certain about their farm business future.
• Beekeeper Profiles: - Dave Tharle, T’N’T Apiaries, Ardmore
AND - Chris Heimstra, Clovermead Bees and Honey, Ontario

Need Farm Insurance? I can help.
When it comes to your farm, you need the right coverage
at the right price. I’d like the opportunity to earn your business with friendly knowledgeable service and competitive
rates. Just give me a call or drop by to see me.

Largest 100% Canadian multi-product insurer.

Home Autoplan Investments Group Business Farm Travel

Orchard Valley
Insurance Agencies
From right to left: Dr. Orit Segev takes notes as participants
discuss the challenges of keeping bees these days. Dr. Leonard
Foster fields a question, while Liz Huxter and James MacDonald
listen intently. Up and comers Max MacDonald and Bee
Inspector Bill Stagg added perspective to the meeting.

Michael S. Molnar, Agent
106-3101 Highway 6, Vernon
Insurance@shaw.ca
(250)542-6300
Toll free: 1-888-BUY-COOP
(289-2667)
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British Columbia Bee Breeders Association
GOLDEN EARS APIARIES

PURPLE GOLD APIARIES

James Macdonald
4663 North Grandview Flats Rd.
Armstrong, BC V0E 1B5
Phone: (250)546-3237
jamesmacdonald@telus.net
NQC

Jean-Marc LeDorze
33197 Ito Place Mission, B.C. V2V 3W7
jmcshipley@shaw.ca
(604) 820-6924
Fax(604) 820-6924
QNCP

Ron & Trudi Simonson
16431 78 Avenue Surrey, B.C. V4N 0M3
info@purplegoldhoney.com
(604) 574-6272
Fax(604) 574-6242
QNP

ASHCROFT HONEY

HARDIE HONEY

ROD JO MOODY APIARIES

Blaine & Jan Hardie
4035 Robson Road Duncan, B.C. V9L 6G7
hardiehoney@shaw.ca
(250) 746-4389
Fax(250) 746-4389
QNPB

Rodney & Jo Moody
1575 Robson Lane, RR #1
Cowichan Bay, B.C. V0R 1N1
rodjo@telus.net
(250) 743-1939
Q

HONEYBEE CENTRE

SILVER STAR APIARIES

John Gibeau
7480 176 Street Surrey, B.C. V3S 8E7
info@honeybeecentre.com
(604) 575-2337 Fax(604) 575-2338
QNP

Richard Springborn
P.O. Box 186,Vernon, B.C. V1T 6M2
250-379-2567
N

ARMSTRONG APIARIES

Joe & Marguerite Lomond
Box 567 Savona, B.C. V0K 2J0.
marglomond@gmail.com (250) 373-2540
QN

BABE’S HONEY FARM
Mark Pitcher
334 Walton Place, Victoria, Bc V8X 3X1
(250) 658-8319 mpitcher@uvic.ca
CQNP

BARRY BEADMAN
RR4 Site 2, Comp 21 Oliver, B.C. V0H 1T0
barry&diane@telus.net
(250) 498-3153
QN

SIMILKAMEEN APIARIES
JINGLEPOT APIARIES

Blair & Cheryl Tarves
Sol Nowitz
208 Ritchie Drive, Cawston, B.C. V0X 1C2
2262 E. Wellington Road Nanaimo, B.C. V9R 6V8 (250) 499-2555
jinglepotapiaries@telus.net
QN
BEE HAVEN FARM
(250) 753-9619
Steve & Gail Mitchell
SWEETACRE APIARIES
QNP
4820 Wilson Road Duncan, B.C. V9L 6L6
Bill Stagg
beehaven@shaw.ca
JOHN GATES
2169 Lakeview Drive Sorrento, B.C. V0E 2W2
(250) 746-9916
1262
Round
Lake
Road
Armstrong,
B.C.
V0E
1B5
hnywgn@telus.net (250) 675-4863
Fax(250) 746-9233
johngates@telus.net
QN
QNP
(250) 546-6212
VAN ISLE APIARIES AND BEE PRODUCTS
Q NC
BEES ‘N’ GLASS
Grant Stringer
Larry & Marilyn Lindahl
8183 Alec Rd., Saanichton, B.C. V8M 1S3
P.O. Box 149 Lake Cowichan, B.C. V0R 2G0 KETTLE VALLEY QUEENS
Terry
&
Elizabeth
Huxter
Ph. (250) 652-9834
lindahls@shaw.ca
4880 Wells Road Grand Forks, B.C. V0H 1H5
Fax:(250) 665-6121
(250) 749-3800
lizandterry@gmail.com
e-mail: vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
QNPS
(250) 442-5204
QNB
Fax(250) 442-3300
BRENDA'S BEES
WILD MOUNTAIN HONEY FARMS
QN
Brenda Jager
Dianne Wells & Reg Kienast
Gabriola Island
NEIDIG APIARIES
4471 Hallam Road Armstrong, B.C. V0E 1B4
250-755-5834 bzbees@telus.net
9090
Birch
Place,
Delta,
BC
V4C
7M4
dianne.reg@gmail.com (250) 546-6149
QC
<wayneneidig@hotmail.com>
QNS
Tel
604-591-1385
FLOWER POWER APIARIES
Q
Michael McLennan
4550 Hillview Road
• B = Bulk Bees
NICOLA VALLEY APIARIES
Grand Forks, B.C. V0H 1H5
Alan & Meg Paulson
(250) 442-2933 Fax(250) 442-2933
• Q=Queens
Box 1995 Merritt, B.C. V1K 1B8
NPB
meg or alan@nicolavalleyhoney.com
• P = Packages
(250) 378-5208 Fax(250) 378-5208
FLYING DUTCHMAN
QNC
Stan & Cheryl Reist
• C = Queen Cells
6124 Metral Drive Nanaimo, B.C. V9T 2L6
PLANET BEE APIARIES
dutchman@island.net/flydutch@telus.net
• N = Nucs
Ed Nowek
(250) 390-2313
5011 Bella Vista Road Vernon, B.C. V1H 1A1
Fax(250) 390-5180
• S= Shook Swarm
beeworld@junction.net (250) 542-8088
QNP
QN
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BCHPA Education Director’s Report
- Ian Farber
Beekeepers are reporting a large number of swarms this
season, from both managed beehives and feral colonies. Many
management techniques have been needed to try and control
swarming and not all swarm control methods were successful.
Single story hives and some nucs issued swarms this year.
One reason for the cause of these swarms is tied to the mild
winter, which left hives well populated and with surplus honey
in the late winter. With the warm weather in early April hive
populations grew quickly and the cool weather and lots of rain
that followed kept the bees confined within the hives where the
population build up was rapid. In the Interior regions of the
province this lead to swarms as early as May 1st.
A very positive move by the BCHPA has been the Integrated
Pest Management (IPM) and the Queen Rearing workshops
this spring. As the BCHPA membership is mostly members
with less than 50 hives, these workshops are a valuable
resource for the novice and the experienced beekeeper. If the
BCHPA is to continue with educational workshops then the
membership must make their needs known to the Executive
and the membership must support these initiatives by attending.
There was very good member support and positive feedback
for all sessions hosted by the BCHPA.
Looking to the summer and fall there are lots of educational
sessions planned for beekeepers with all levels of experience.

Dr. Dewey Caron was an impressive speaker in Castlegar in
May and he will be leading the Western Apicultural Society’s
conference this year. The WAS conference will be in Salem,
Oregon at the end of August and the speaker lineup features
some of the best known and well respected speakers in the
field of apiculture. Experienced researchers Sue Cobey (UC
Davis), Mike Burgett (OSU), Larry Connor, Eric Mussen
(UC Davis), Kim Flottom (Bee Culture Magazine) and
many others will be presenting. A field trip to a 6000-colony
operation is planned, as well as workshops and interactive
seminars for beekeepers with all levels of experience. Google
Western Apicultural Society and look in the May journal for
registration information.
Another well-attended one-day educational program is
the Langley Beekeepers’ Symposium, to be held this year on
September 25 in Abbotsford with Dewey Caron as a featured
speaker.
And, of course, attend our own BCHPA convention and
AGM in Cranbrook this October! The AGM always features a
solid educational program.
The educational opportunities are out there. Conferences
and workshops provide an opportunity for learning, social
networking and making new friends. Attend and you may
just find the answer to why bees swarm and how to control
swarming, if you ask the right questions. ❀

Recommended Reading.....
Plants for Beekeeping in
Canada, Jane Ramsay, Island
Blue Print, 2nd edition (2005)
Essential reference for beekeepers, agriculturalists, botanists and
gardeners in Canada.

Clan Apis, Jay Hosler Ph.D.,
Active Synapse; 2nd edition
(January 2000)
An endearingly funny and
stealthily educational story of
a newborn honey bee and her
life in the hive. Done in a comic
book format, the material is
accurate, plentiful, and yet very
accessible.

Beekeeping in Western
Canada, Alberta Agriculture
(Publisher).
Excellent hands-on book compiled by experts in each province. Bad Beekeeping, by Ron Miksha
2004 Trafford Publishing (paperback 2006)
This beekeeper’s memoir follows the life of a young man
from Pennsylvania as he drops
into the bald prairie badlands of
Saskatchewan. He buys a bee
ranch, keeps a billion bees and
makes a million pounds of honey.
And then he quits.

The Backyard Beekeeper Revised and Updated: An Absolute
Beginner’s Guide to Keeping Bees
in Your Yard and Garden, Kim
Flottum, Quarry Books; Rev Upd
edition (February 1, 2010) A guide
to sustainable ‘green’ beekeeping,
plus a handbook for harvesting the
products of a beehive and a honey
cookbook--all in one lively, beautifully illustrated reference
A Country Year: Living the
Questions, Sue Hubbell, Random
House (Feb 12 1986)
Hubbell is a slight woman, fiftyish, a former librarian, and now a
beekeeper, living alone on a 100acre farm in the Missouri Ozarks.
With an unsatisfactory marriage
behind her, she is determined to be
independent. In a series of perceptive essays, she describes the world
around her with a fresh and discerning eye, reveling in the natural
beauty of her mountain home and
its wildlife.

The Biology of the Honey
Bee, M. L. Winston. Harvard
University Press.
Popular reference and textbook
by SFU professor on the biology
and behaviour of the honey bee. Pollination with Mason Bees
by Margriet Dogterom. (2002)
Coquitlam BC Beediverse Books.

FICTION
The Beekeepers Apprentice,
Laurie R. King, Poison (Oct 1
2006)
Sherlock Holmes takes on a young,
female apprentice in this delightful
and well-wrought addition to the
master detective’s casework. In the
early years of WW I, 15-year-old
American Mary Russell encounters
Holmes, retired in Sussex Downs
where Conan Doyle left him raising bees.
A Recipe for Bees, Gail AndersonDargatz, Knopf Canada; (Aug 25
1998)
The Boston Globe has coined
Anderson-Dargatz fictional style
as “Pacific Northwest Gothic”. Her
novels have been published worldwide in many other languages.
She currently teaches advanced
novel and advanced fiction in the
Creative Writing MFA program at
the University of British Columbia.
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Grade Two Field Trip
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Friendly Service
Quality Products
Mann Lake Ltd. is here to serve all
your supply and feeding needs.
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Woodenware
Extracting Equipment
Containers & Labels
Medications
Protective Clothing
Feeds
Queen Rearing

Mann Lake Ltd.

Hackensack, MN

Woodland, CA

800-880-7678
800-880-7694
www.mannlakeltd.com
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Club Contacts
BCHPA DIVISIONS
ALBERNI VALLEY HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
6219 Lamarque Rd, Port Alberni V9Y 8X1
Dave Mikkelson
250-723-6089

SHUSWAP BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
414 Mallory, Salmon Arm, BC V0E 1V3
Bill Lynch
250-832-2732

BC BEE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION
8183 Alec Rd, Saanichton, BC V8M 1S3
Grant Stringer
250-652-9834

SOUTH FRASER VALLEY DIVISION BCHPA
26035 28th Ave., Aldergrove, BC V4W 2W3
Rick Kreisch
604-856-4438

CENTRAL CARIBOO BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
4583 Ridge Rd, Big Lake Ranch, BC V0L 1G0
Sherry Benisch and Ann Carter
250 243-2286

SOUTH OKANAGAN DIVISION BCHPA
RR#2, Oliver, BC V0H 1T0
Ray Levesque

COMOX VALLEY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
5151 Dunboyne Rd, Courtenay, V9S 1M8
Chris Woodrow
250 338 5233
woodrow9@telus.net mars.ark.com/~cvbclub/index.htm

SQUAMISH DIVISION BCHPA
Box 1069, 2274 Read Crescent, Squamish V0N 3G0
Phil Ellis
604-898-5337

KAMLOOPS DIVISION BCHPA
3249 Schubert Rd, Kamloops BC V2B 6Y4
Ian Farber
250-579-8518
NANAIMO DIVISION BCHPA
925 St. David Street, Nanaimo, B.C V9S 2H8
Kathleen Silvey
250-716-0695
www.nanaimobeekeepers.com
NORTH FRASER HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
24978 - 100 Street, Maple Ridge, B.C. V2W 1S3
Christian Cowley
778-240-7083; 604-462-0188
christiancowley@shaw.ca
NORTH OKANAGAN DIVISION BCHPA
331 Valley Rd, Kelowna, BC V1V 2E5
R.W. Bob Chisholm

250-762-2203

OKANAGAN VALLEY POLLINATION ASSOCIATION
PO Box 186 Vernon V1T 6M2
Richard Springborn
250-379-3567
PEACE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
BCMAL Office 4th Floor, 1201-103rd Ave.
Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4J2
Kerry Clark
250-784-2559
POWELL RIVER BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
RR 3, C26, Nassichuk Rd, Powell River V8A 5C1
Alan Cole
604-487-4181
PRINCE GEORGE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
6121 Birchwood Cres. Prince George, BC, V2K 1W5
Gerry Bomford
250-970-0228
QUESNEL BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
2151 Johnson Rd. Quesnel BC V2J 6G1
Tom Swanky
250-747-0604
Smithers Beekeepers Association
5528 Slack Rd, Smithers BC V0J 2N2
Lu Blackburn

250-847-2135

250-498-4025

SUNSHINE COAST DIVISION BCHPA
2737 Lower Road, Roberts Creek V0N 2W4
Allan Cobbin
604-886-7006
TERRACE DIVISION BCHPA
43 Halibut St. Kitimat, BC V8C 2K6
Joe Farina

250-632-6507

WEST KOOTENAY DIVISION BCHPA
RR1, Winlaw BC V0G 2J0
Bob Lerch

250-226-7556

BCHPA AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
CAPITAL REGION BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
226 Ontario Street, Victoria V8V 1N2
Brian Scullion
250-385-7129

OTHER BEE-RELATED ORGANIZATIONS
COWICHAN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
castlesg@telus.net
George Field
250-743-7569
RICHMOND BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
2750 West 14th Ave , Vancouver, BC V6K 2X2
Email: bygarr@telus.net
Allen Garr
604-736-4184
STUART NECHAKO BEE CLUB
Vanderhoof, Ft St James, and Fraser Lake area
Box 595 ,Vanderhoof BC, VoJ 3A0
Jon Aebischer
250 -567-5037
SURREY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
13060- 69 A Avenue, Surrey B.C. V3W 6N9
Don Carter
604-591-3262
TEXADA ISLAND BEE CLUB
Box 162, Van Anda V0N 3K0
Rhonda Johnston
604-486-0226
VANCOUVER BEEKEEPERS OF BC ASSOCIATION
350 E 2nd Ave, #407 Vancouver V5T 4R8
Bryce Ahlstrom
604-708-0313
Please contact Editor Diane Dunaway with any changes:
bcbeescene@gmail.com or tel/fax 250-297-6399 .
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Great Success with the IPM Workshops
- Wayne Neidig and Pauline Thompson
From March until June, 2010 the
BCHPA presented five Integrated Pest
Management Workshops for beekeepers across the province to begin to
address the strategic goal of improved
education for beekeepers. The executive applied for a grant money from the
British Columbia Investment Agriculture
Foundation (IAF) to support the cost of
speakers and materials with the grant
representing 45% of the overall cost to
put on these meeting at five different
locations around the province.
Three of the workshops were oneday programs held with the support
of the local beekeeper clubs. The first
meeting was in Kamloops following the
BCHPA Semi-Annual meeting March
14th, 2010. Attendance: 70 Beekeepers
Speakers & Topics: Dr. AbdullahDisinfection of Nosema Ceranae;
Robert Krag-Hansen- Electronic Beam
Cleansing; Lance Cuthill- Determine
Mite Levels; Brenda Jager- Screened
Bottom Boards; Liz Huxter- VSH Queens;
Dr. Marta Guarna- APIS Project UBC
The second workshop was in Castlegar
May 16th, 2010. Attendance: 38
Speakers & Topics: Dr. Dewey CaronIntegrated Pest Management; Dr. Leonard
Foster- APIS Project; Lance CuthillBottom Boards and Mite Levels; Yvonne
Herbison- Pest Management Regulatory
Agency; Doug Knight- Varroa History
and Control Data; Medivet- Ursala Da
Rugna was unable to attend due to an illness in her family but she forwarded her
presentation which was jointly presented
by the above Speakers on her behalf.
With the third one-day workshop held in
Comox May 16, 2010. Attendance: 42
Speakers & Topics: Paul van
Westendorp- Principles of Integrated
Pest Management; Frank Sheran- 20
Ways to Minimize Stress in Hives; Dr.
Medhat Nasar - IPM in Practice; Irene
Wilkin - Pest Management Regulatory
Agency; Sol Nowitz and Brenda Jager
Hands-on Hive Inspection with tips on
queen rearing and making nucs. Thanks
to Ernie Thurlborn for the use of his
apiary.
Two of the five Integrated Pest
Management Workshops focused on
queen rearing. Our appreciation goes
out to Mike and Judy Campbell and
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Diane and Dave Dunaway for the use
of their apiaries for these two-day workshops. Attendance at the queen rearing
workshops was 50 with a considerable
waiting list. The Langley course was
instructed by Heather Higo April 23 24 and the Williams Lake course was
instructed by John Gates June 12 - 13.
At each event, participants were asked
to complete an Evaluation Form. Typical
questions ranged from self-assessment:
“What was your understanding of IPM
prior to this Workshop”, to suggestions for topics for future workshops.
The responses were very positive
with more than 95% indicating that
the workshop met their expectations
and that they had improved their
understanding of Integrated Pest
Management. In total, 212 beekeepers attended the weekend educational workshops. The workshops
also attracted
many
new
members to
the BCHPA.
With this
tremendous
positive
response to
the
workshops,
the
Executive is
already on the
move to lineup speakers
for 2011 and to organize more bee breeding courses. The success of these workshops was due to those who attended and
our excellent speakers but also to those
who volunteered their time and effort at
each location. We thank you.
The British Columbia Honey
Producers’ Association wishes to
acknowledge the support of the AgriFoods Futures Fund, Beekeeping
Development Initiative and the following organizations for making these
workshops possible: Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada, the BC Ministry
of Agriculture and Lands, and the
Investment Agriculture Foundation of
BC. Sponsorship was also provided
by APIS Project University of British
Columbia, Iotron Industries Canada
Inc. and Medivet Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
❀

Willy Baumgartner May 15. 1928 - May 18. 2010
On behalf of our families and Medivet
I would like to thank all of the BC
Beekeepers who sent condolences and
good wishes on the passing of my husband Willy Baumgartner. It has given
me strength during this time of mourning
to know that Willy was well liked by all
who knew him. - Ursula Da Rugna
The beekeeping industry has lost
one of its greatest supporters. Willy
Baumgartner, founder of Medivet
Pharmaceuticals Ltd. and developer of
the improved Fumagilin-B medicine for
honey bees, died May 18 after a lengthy
illness. Willy was 82 years old.
Willy Baumgartner was a Swisseducated chemist who immigrated into
Canada when he was in his twenties.
After a successful career in Ontario with
a pharmaceutical company, Willy moved
west to Calgary in 1980. He established
Medivet – an enterprise making a variety
of veterinary medicines, eventually specializing in pharmaceuticals for honey
bees.
He and Ursula - his wife and business

Willy and Ursula at a Honey Bee
Conference, Sacramento 2007
partner - enjoyed traveling to dozens of
beekeeping gatherings: the local Calgary
Beekeepers’ Club, provincial meetings
across Canada, international meetings in
the USA and farther afield. They were
regulars at Apimondia meetings and
were major supporters of Vancouver’s
Apimondia 99. In 2007 he received an
achievement award from the Alberta
Beekeepers Association; and, in 2009
he became an honorary member of the
Alberta Honey Producers Co-op.
Andony Melathopoulos, of the
Beaverlodge Research Farm, says,

Your First Choice
For Healthy Bees

“There was no better supporter of beekeeping research in Canada than Willy
Baumgartner’s Medivet Company”. His
business donated tens of thousands of
dollars to research - all without any
expectations or restrictions.
Willy strongly believed that beekeepers needed more than antibiotics,
acaricides, and fumagillin products to
be successful. At every opportunity, he
promoted integrated pest management
approaches to beekeeping. Willy especially advised beekeepers to reduce stress
in their beehives by keeping strong,
well-provisioned colonies with young
queens in well-situated apiaries. Willy
said he would be happiest if his business
could close because that would mean all
bee diseases were cured.
Willy Baumgartner was a warm and
generous person ~ a friend to all who
knew him. He was a keen traveler, champion Jass card player, skier, shooter,
amateur actor, and great supporter of the
Swiss cultural Society. He will be greatly
missed by all who knew him. ❀

FLYING
DUTCHMAN
Pierco
Foundation and Frames
Sherriff
Bee Suits

FUMAGILIN – B
OXYTET–25 • FOUL BROOD MIX
APISTAN/CHECKMITE+
FORMIC ACID • BEE-REPEL
SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR OXALIC ACID
OPTIMISER APPLICATOR FOR O.A.
BEE SHAKERS

From Bee Supply Dealers or
Medivet Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
4 - 55 - 9th Avenue S.E.
High River, Alberta T1V 1E6
Telephone 403-652-4441 Fax 403-652-3692

info@medivet.ca

www.medivet.ca

Varroa Nator
Screened Bottom Boards
BEE SUPPLIES, PACKAGES
NUCS AND QUEENS
Vancouver Island Pollination Services
6124 Metral Dr., Nanaimo BC V9T 2L6
Phone 250-390-2313 1-877-390-6890
Fax 250-390-5180
E-mail: flydutch@telus.net Stan & Cheryl Reist
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Builders’ Corner

The Handy, Dandy Super Mover
– Lance Cuthill
While many beekeepers have already figured this out, I have
only recently determined that any heavy item is much easier to
move when it sits on wheels. As a senior citizen, I have definitely noted a direct relationship between age and the weight
of honey. As a beekeeper’s age increases, so does the weight
of his/her extracted honey. Moreover, while unobserved by the
younger beekeeper, the once light wooden supers are slowly
turning from white pine into heavy lead. This whole nasty and
irreversible process needs to be dealt with. Wheels are the
answer. Carrying full supers of honey from point A to point
B, when they were a reasonable weight, may have worked in
the past, but now the above described metamorphosis (change)
has forced me to consider wheels and rolling versus lifting and
carrying.
I should explain at the outset, that what follows will not be
for everyone. Our extracting room is 12 feet by 14 feet and our
wood-heated hot room is really our annually converted workshop. When supers full of honey, fresh from the field, arrive
at the door of our honey house (we no longer extract in the
kitchen) the routine was to pick them up from the small utility trailer and carry them inside. The floor was covered with
plastic poly and the too heavy supers were stacked on top of
pieces of 2x4 lumber. Lifting the last super up on the stack of

4 supers has since become the second problem to be solved (a
later article perhaps), but for now, back to the wheels. Those
pieces of 2x4, mentioned above, became the start of an idea.
If they had wheels under them, then the whole stack could be
rolled into the extracting room. In fact, (eureka!) they could
be rolled right from doorstep into the hot room and then into
extracting room.
What follows is a picture and description that should allow
the reasonably handy person to build a rolling super mover
(pun intended).

Ash Apiaries
Custom packed
“Creamed Honey”
• Any size or amount
• Your honey or ours
• Labeled
• Palletized and shrink wrapped

Call Bryan, Grant or Brent
Tel: 204-548-2036
Fax: 204-548-2112
www.ashapiaries.com
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OUR BUSINESS.....
..... IS PACKAGING YOURS
We have a wide range of stock glass & plastic
containers including honey bears & bee hives.
We also carry a variety of plastic and metal lids,
including printed honey comb lids.

PLEASE CALL US FOR A QUOTE.
AMPAK DISTRIBUTION INC.
Unit 115 - 13480 Crestwood Place
Richmond BC V6V 2K1
Telephone: (604) 273-9631
Fax: (604) 273-1865
tgabel@ampak.ca
splester@ampak.ca
www.ampak.ca

This rolling super mover is made in two separate pieces: a
separate top drip tray and a supporting frame with four casters.
The drip tray can be easily removed for cleaning. Let’s build
the drip tray first. It is simply a piece of ¼”x16”x20” plywood
that has a ¾” x ¾” rim glued and nailed to top.
The support frame with wheels for the above tray is made
up of the following parts:
2 pieces – 2x4 lumber – 20” long
2 pieces – 1x2 lumber - 16 ½” long
2 – 2” swivel casters w/ 3/8 x 1 ½” threaded mount
2- 2” fixed casters w/ 3/8 x 1 ½” threaded mount
4 pieces 1/8” -¾”x ¾”x1” aluminium corner braces
4 – 1”x 3/8” steel washers.
SUPPORT FRAME FOR SUPER MOVER

Now counter sink, from the top, 4 – 1” holes ¾” deep and
then finish drilling the holes with a 3/8” drill bit.
• Insert the wheels, from the bottom. Put on the 1” washers,
3/8” nuts and tighten.
• Finally mount the aluminium corners with flush mount
screws and if all went well place the drip tray in place. You
might have to do some trimming on the wooden drip tray
corners.
• Paint the unit and you are done
Some more notes:
1. If you want to carry more weight, then it would be
best to buy 3” rubber casters which will roll easier
and carry more weight.
2. The nut and washer must be flush with the top of the
support frame.
3. The aluminium corners could be eliminated if the drip
tray was screwed on or pinned in place
4. Use the best possible paint and give it a primer and
two coats of paint
It is always dangerous to suggest and explain a build-it-yourself project. As sure as the queen bee lays eggs, there is someone who has a better idea. So, if you do, by all means send in
your ideas to BeesCene. ❀

From the photograph you can see that the two 2x4x20”
pieces have been notched out (lap jointed) and the 1x2x16 ½”
pieces are glued and screwed into place. Be sure the frame is
square (not “screwgeed”).
Now comes the tricky part of mounting the wheels to frame.
It is good to not have the wheels on the swivel casters able to
turn so that the wheels stick out past the edge (makes it really
hard to put one stack of supers tight to another if the wheels
are in the way).
• Mark the four wheel locations (note: do not drill through
the 1x2 cross piece.

Editor’s note: Thanks very much Lance, we’re glad you shared
your project with us!

• 100% Recyclable
DISPLAY UNITS
• Container LABELS of
any size or shape

TOP VIEW

• Gift set PACKAGING
for your specialty honey
collections

Toll free
1-800-661-3377
www.greatlittlebox.com
email:
info@greatlittlebox.com.
Richmond,
Kelowna, Victoria
and Everett, Wa

Sustaining the Honey
Bee – Our company
pledges to donate to
BC’s Boone Hodgson
Wilkinson Bee
Research Fund for
every order placed by a
BCHPA Member.
We’re Partners in
Everyone’s Future!

BOTTOM
VIEW
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Calendar…
August 27 – 29
World Organic Beekeeping Conference
The World Beekeepers Association Apimondia is organising
a First World Organic Beekeeping Conference in Bulgaria.
August 30 – Sept 2
Western Apicultural Society
Annual WAS Conference
SALEM, OREGON, USA
Red Lion Hotel, 3301 Market Street
Website: http://groups.ucanr.org/WAS/index.cfm
September 25
Langley Fall Educational Symposium
The Langley Bee Club will be hosting the day’s activities,
including lunch. Admission is by donation: with half the proceeds going to the Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Bee Research
Fund and half going to the Langley Bee Club to help defray the
expenses of the day. September 25, from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
at Campbell’s Gold Honey Farm and Meadery 2595 Lefeuvre Rd. Abbotsford. LIMITED SPACE: Preregistration is required.Phone 604 856 2125 or e-mail jwcampbell@telus.net

October 21 – 23
BCHPA Annual General Meeting & Conference
Cranbrook - Come Early and Stay Later!
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION
only $175 until September 30
For further information contact: Lance & Bobby Cuthill
250.426.6049 email: Lance & Bobby lcuthill@gmail.com
details in this BeesCene or go to: www.bcbeekeepers.com
November 1 - 3
Alberta Beekeepers 2010 Convention
Fantasyland Hotel, Edmonton Alberta
Book Your Room NOW!
Please mention Group Code 110000 63483
Call 1800 737 3783 or 780 444 5541
January 4 – 8, 2011
North American Beekeeping Conference
Galveston Texas
Joint meeting of Canadian Honey Council, American Beekeeping Federation, American Honey Producers Association,
Canadian Association of Professional Apiculturists, American Association of Professional Apiculturists and Apiary Inspectors of America and Mexican Beekeepers Association.
Details to come.

The Langley Bee Club
Invites all new and experienced beekeepers to attend the

Fall Educational Symposium On Current Beekeeping Issues
September 25, 2010, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

At Campbell’s Gold Honey Farm and Meadery 2595 Lefeuvre Rd. Abbotsford. 604-856-2125

Best Western Country Meadows located on 264th St.
in Aldergrove, the rate is $96.00 plus tax, comes with
free continental breakfast. Call 604-856-0086 or Toll
Free 1-800-834-0833 (approx. 4 km from venue).
Super 8 Motel located at the 264th St. interchange
and Hwy 1, the rate is $89.00 plus tax, comes with
free continental breakfast, indoor pool with slide.
Call 604-856-8288 or Toll Free 1-800-800-8000
(approx. 8 km from venue).
For accommodations at either of the above participants should say they are attending the beekeepers
symposium sponsored by the Langley Division of the
B.C. Honey Producers Assoc.
LIMITED SPACE:
Preregistration is required.
Phone 604 856 2125 or e-mail jwcampbell@telus.net
Avoid disappointment;
be one of the first 125 people to register!
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The featured speakers include:
Paul van Westendorp,
Dr. Elizabeth Elle, Dr. Stephen Pernal,
Jaquie Bunse, Heather Higo,
Daniela Bates, Dr. Leonard Foster,
Cameron G. Lait, Dr. Dewey M. Caron
The Langley Bee Club will be hosting the day’s activities,
including lunch. Admission is by donation: with half the proceeds going to the Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Bee Research
Fund and half going to the Langley Bee Club to help defray the
expenses of the day.

Regional Reports
Metro Vancouver and Howe Sound
Don Cameron
As I look back at my April comments I am reminded of the
promise of a mild winter and an early, warm spring, and the
anticipation of a long and generous flow of nectar. Hives went
into blueberries two to three weeks earlier than normal and
for two weeks the weather co-operated with nectar building
nicely. Alas, that was April! May weather tempered our hopes
for an exceptional season. It seemed like it was rainy, cold
and windy every day of the month, and well into June for that
matter, although I am sure that there must have been one or
two days when the sun peeked through. The early stores were
mostly consumed and, unless one had access to some raspberry
bloom, the hives were light going into blackberries which, for
many of us, is our principal flow.
It wasn’t until the third week of June and halfway through
the blackberry bloom that the weather finally turned and nectar
stores started to build rapidly. As of now, mid-July, blackberries are almost over and clover in the hayfields and set asides,
purple loosestrife and thistle in the ditches are providing minor
flows.
A survey of the pumpkin fields this week showed some
blossom beginning to appear. It is time to strap up hives and
get ready for the move.
Swarming! Swarming! I have not had as many calls for
years! In my trees, under my porch, in the attic -- can you
come right away? But almost always accompanied by ”I want
to save the bees”. Which brings me to the last comment—the
grand success of the “Day of the Honey Bee”. Congratulations
to everyone who participated!

Cariboo
Kurt Williams
Editor’s note: Kurt is a forester working in management for the BC Forest
Service. At the time of publishing there
were 47 active fires of note (larger than
10 hectares or interface) in the Cariboo
Fire Centre. We’ve included his opening
note for everyone’s interest.
“I am pretty busy these days, that
Meldrum Creek complex fire (18,00 hectares and growing)
is making access to the West side of the Fraser River nearly
impossible. We have almost 800 fire fighters here now to fight
fire. I’ll provide a quick note for the new BeesCene.”
The Cariboo is full of smoke from all of the wildfires
nearby. So far they are not limiting too many people from
their hives, but I wonder how those in the Dog Creek area are
doing? Its been a great July for most of us here, strong nectar
flows, and healthy bee populations have been great for drawing
out foundation. Our early spring also helped with getting some
splits completed ahead of time. These are producing well.
My most exciting time this season was catching a swarm
30 feet up a Spruce tree this spring. It took some balance and
careful hands. Things are looking optimistic for the honey
harvest, as the bees are busily working on filling their boxes.

I have tried some interesting top bar style beekeeping experiments, and may have some comb honey at market this fall.
All in all when the smoke clears I think it will be a great
season.

West Kootenays
Dave Johnson
I could give you a report of what is happening in the West
Kootenay but it would be almost impossible to be accurate as
we have so many microclimates here that production is all over
the map. Generally, our soils are quite light and sandy in the
valley bottoms near the rivers but upslope there can be heavier
soils with more clay. There are also locations where there is
a lot of moisture seeping from hillsides and keeping the soils
moist and flowers productive for much longer periods that you
might otherwise expect. So the crops we get in my immediate
area reflect these conditions from yard to yard.
We had a very successful field day at the end of June. We
combined the West Kootenay field day with an instructional
day for the class of new beekeepers. Part of the instruction
of course was the old timers telling lies (ahem... stories) and
the new folks trying to figure out why there are so many opinions out there to choose from. We had just had our lunch and
instructional session and were approaching the beeyard when
conveniently, there was a swarm. I found this quite embarrassing as I had just gone over swarm control methods with
the class group. In any case, capturing the swarm was a great
opportunity for the new beekeepers to observe the procedure.
During the session, Lance Cuthill demonstrated the ‘sugar
shake’ mite detection method.
We are getting close to the time when the supers will have
to come off to give the bees time to top up their brood chambers for winter stores. Even more important that they have
lots of honey given the crippling price of sugar. I am having a
hard time finding a source that will order a pallet for me when
it is on sale.
We have a gopher problem. We also have a skunk problem.
Of course these days you are expected to use live traps and
then you have a moral dilemma on your hands on how to deal
with the little blighter once you have caught it. I set the live
‘gopher’ trap near their hole hoping to end the predations on
our new young vegetables. Two mornings later I was checking from a distance and saw movement in the trap. On closer
inspection, it was a skunk! Now what? My brain is all over
the map on how to deal with this one. Too many options but
no animal rights activists to consult with. I settled on filling a
tub of water and sinking the trap in the water until the deed was
done. The dead skunk was thrown into the nearby slab burning
pile but I was left with the tub full of “skunky water”. I looked
at the tub then I looked at the nearby gopher hole. Eureka!
Down it went all ten or fifteen gallons of skunky water into the
gopher’s living room. It was quite a while before we saw that
gopher again. I think I am on to something.
Editor’s note: no animals were harmed in the production
of this report. Please refer to the content disclaimer on page
3 and know that we in no way recommend Dave’s innovative
pest control methods.
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East Kootenays
Brian Stevenson and Lance Cuthill
This spring was unusually cold and wet with little foraging time for the bees. This seems to have resulted in
higher than normal swarming as well as unusually high
queen losses. Those who depend upon evaporation of formic
acid for mite control are now finding higher than expected
Varroa mite levels, likely due to the prolonged cold temperatures. Chalkbrood is showing up and not dropping off, again,
likely due to damp and cooler weather. The good news is that,
with the increased moisture, we are seeing a lot more plants
blooming than in the past.
Kootenay beekeepers would like to extend a warm welcome
to all those who are considering attending the 2010 AGM and
Conference in Cranbrook. We have a ‘super’ fun filled program that will appeal to all. The theme, “Year of the Olympic
Beekeeper” will see beekeepers enjoying some outstanding
educational speakers along with some exciting entertainment.
Cranbrook and area has some unique shopping, a fantastic railway museum, nearby hot springs, golf, theatre and the friendliest folks in the province. Look for more news in this issue.

Fraser Valley
Gerry McKee
Another wet and cold spring in the
Fraser Valley limited flights for blueberry pollination. Raspberry blossoms
were late and often it seemed there were
more bumblebees than honeybees visiting
flowers. In early June, I united colonies
to ensure a stronger field force for our
main honey flow of wild blackberries.
Usually two united colonies produce more than three singles
as more house bees become available to forage. The weather
was still disappointing throughout June.
Summer finally arrived during the second week of July, just
after the blackberry flow in the Valley. Then, extremely high
temperatures stopped the clover flow but likely will increase
fireweed nectar flows at higher elevations. With the prospect
of another low honey harvest in the Valley, sideliners will be
searching for honey suppliers in other parts of the province
to keep their customers. Wholesale prices should be steady
between $2.50 and $3.00 a pound. Ambitious sideliners looking for honey production have moved colonies to the Interior
and northern areas of the province. A few larger operators have
moved hundreds of hives to Alberta for canola and clover.
Queen rearing was also a challenge as inclement weather
reduced larva acceptance and interrupted mating flights.
Hopefully, there will be B.C. queens available from the Interior
to meet shortages on the Coast.
The Day of the Honey Bee was one of the Langley club’s
highlights this year. Although the wet, windy weather kept us
inside Judy and Mike Campbell’s honey barn, spirits were high
(no, we didn’t get into Mike’s meadery) and CTV was on hand
to record Judy’s bee dances and Heather gently encouraging
preschoolers and their parents to handle the new born honey
bees as they emerged from brood comb. The baby bees need
24 hours for their stinger and wings to harden and become functional. The CTV clip is on our website (www.Langleybeeclub.
org http://www.Langleybeeclub.org) Click link, sites and CTV
news, May 29th. Coverage of Day of Honeybee follows the
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breaking news of the seaplane crash and home invasion.
As I mentioned in my May report, a rogue pollinator with
only a few year’s experience undercut prices for some blueberry growers and created havoc in this increasing competitive
market. Beekeepers with written contracts had some growers
requesting a price adjustment. Those with a good knowledge
of their costs were able to confidently defend their position.
As in most successful business partnerships, one’s perspective
needs to be long term and not simply a short term reaction
to a rogue price cutter. Beekeepers and growers will always
be looking for competitive advantages and, when based on
technical innovation, there will be benefits for both farming
sectors. Price cutting by inexperienced upstarts seldom leads
to any long term benefit for anyone. Price cutting by an experienced beekeeper indicates either a desperate need for cash
and/or a business in decline. It is prudent for all beekeepers
to take the time and effort to help growers learn how to check
hive strength for adequate pollination, including the number
of hives per acre. Sideline beekeepers need to have a firm
grasp of their costs in order to withstand a shake out in the
pollination game. Even large operators striving for advantage
by increasing numbers for greater economy of scale need a
firm grasp of costing for they will become more vulnerable
to such uncontrollable factors as weather and the world honey
market.
The other day, I visited Capers in Kits, a popular organic
market which has a delightful buffet. Being curious about
Caper’s honey set up, I was pleased to see a great display
from Nicola Valley of Merritt and Hay Meadow Honey of the
Gang Ranch area. The only pollen available was from Guelph,
Ontario. Strangely, there was no pollen from our region or
B.C. On the top shelf was Manuka honey, priced over $23 for
225 gm. This reminded me of the 8 oz. jar of Rare Hawaiian
Organic Honey I bought five years ago at a Bed & Breakfast
on the Kona coast for $24. The label wasn’t fancy, just a sepia
print of two natives pounding poi and a short story about how
this rare honey was obtained from the limited supply of kiawe
trees on the Big Island of Hawaii. The kiawe, a legume with
spines, is a shrub or small tree with green-yellow flowers that
survives in very dry climates. It originated in several northern
countries of South America and was introduced to Hawaii in
1828. The honey is white and has a peculiar flavor. On the
label, beekeeper Richard Spiegel says there is only a very
short window of opportunity to harvest this honey before it
crystallizes in the comb. This sounded similar to honey from
raspberry which, I think, has a more pleasant scent than the
Kiawe honey. Now, what would it take to sell raspberry honey
at $24 for a 225 gm jar?
By mid-August, mite control treatments should be underway for strong and healthy overwintering colonies which will
be needed for regeneration in February. I’m looking forward
to attending the Langley club’s Fall Symposium on September
25th and getting together with beekeepers from around the
province at the AGM in Cranbrook.

Terrace Smithers
Yvette Favron
Well, we’ve had a long hot and dry spell at the right time
so honey production should be above average this year.
Beekeepers in our area are just learning how to treat for mites
and this spring there was a considerable amount of uncertainty
about whether our treatments had been successful. That worry

seems to have been unwarranted, as most beekeepers seem to
be doing well.
One of our long time beekeepers that had retired from beekeeping called me in June because they had a swarm in their shed.
I called back to discover the swarm had safely hived itself in a
stack of old supers that had been stored at the back of the shed.
He was baffled as to how they had found the supers since the
nearest beekeeper is about a kilometer away and the supers
were in a closed shed. I told him that they were meant to have
bees and to get them out in the sun! He is now planning for a
second colony. Once a beekeeper, always a beekeeper!

Vancouver Island North
Larry Lindahl
Too much politics and not enough
beekeeping!
It sure does make it easy to tell the
experienced beekeepers from those with a
false agenda to spout off. Beekeeping is an
art and science learned from experience,
and not from book knowledge.
I learned a couple of things from my
Dad and Grandfather: “a man with experience is never at the
mercy of a man with an argument”, and “two people who are
busy rowing don’t have time to rock the boat”.
The bees are swarming more than usual this year - perhaps
this is nature’s way of making up for the heavy losses this past
winter.
Otherwise, the bees on the North Island are doing very well.
There is a major nectar flow going on as I write this report.
This is an extremely busy time of the year.
Wishing you all a bumper crop!

South Vancouver Island
Brian Scullion
Hello beekeepers and friends. The past
six months have been a real challenge for
many Island beekeepers. With the severe
losses this past winter and the change in
the policy on Movement of Bees legislation, we struggle to find any logic to support the policy change to allow bees on
comb onto the Islands. We were promised
consultations prior to any change in policy, but there was zero
communication with Island beekeepers. We were informed
via phone conference on April 22 that the policy change would
take effect on May 1, 2010, and that the condition to move bees
to the Islands would have the same protocols as Canadian Food
Inspection Agency (CFIA) has for overseas imports. Fine, we
said, CFIA says no bees on comb. Next thing you know, on
May 10 the policy changes again and there’s no mention of the
CFIA import conditions. A coalition of Island beekeepers met
with the Ministry so we could put our concerns on the table.
We reiterated the facts concerning our losses on the Islands this
past winter, but the British Columbia Ministry of Agriculture
and Lands (BCMAL) did not seem concerned about the contributing causes.
At this meeting we brought examples and demonstrated the
most common ways to move honey bees: on comb and in a
package. Minister Thompson and Deputy Minister Kislock’s
lack of understanding of how bees are moved, or, for that mat-

ter, of the beekeeping industry, dismayed us. We explained to
the Minister that, in this day of risk and hazard assessments,
the movement of bees on comb to the Islands far outweighs
any economic benefit. We explained that there is a greater risk
of pests, pathogens and disease on comb than in a package of
bees. We were amazed when the Minister said we were wrong,
there were no greater risk, and the head Apiculturist at the
meeting agreed with the Minister. It took a pointed letter from
a Canadian Association of Professional Apiculturalists (CAPA)
member to have the Ministry understand this fact: Bees on
comb poses a greater risk. Period.
We were also told that disease profiles are the same province- wide. What is wrong with that picture? Disease profiles
differ greatly! Look at how information is gathered to build
a disease profile: If I call for an inspection because I suspect
a problem, the inspector will document what was found. But
that alone doesn’t create a profile, does it? What about the
beekeeper that did not require an inspection, or call for one: is
he excluded from the profile? I would say so. Correct me if I
am wrong, but a profile should involve an inspector calling me
for a sample saying, “We require a sample of your bees as we
are conducting assays and a variety of tests province-wide to
give a real profile of bee health in British Columbia.” That’s
a no-brainer.
As most of you must have read in the newspapers, the
first move of bees on comb to the island this year was a sorry
disaster. The entrances to the colonies were left open allowing
the bees to fly freely. When the truck came to a stop on the
deck of the boat, thousands of bees took flight. It was not until
the ferry made it to Active Pass before the deck lights were
turned down and the doors opened to allow cool air to rush in.

Western
Apicultural Society
2010
August 30 - September 2
Red Lion Hotel,
Salem, Oregon

See the WAS website
for Preliminary Program
Information about Salem
and a Registration form
groups.ucanr.org/WAS/
and click on “Conference
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2010 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
BC Honey Producers’ Association
Promoting and Encouraging Beekeeping in British Columbia since 1920
www.bcbeekeepers.com
We welcome you to join us in our 90th year of celebrating the honey bee in British Columbia.
Membership includes a one-year subscription to both BeesCene and Hivelights quarterly publications. The BCHPA
Liability Insurance Policy is the only one of its kind available in the province. By pooling our membership, we can offer
this comprehensive insurance for a fraction of what it would cost individuals on their own. Members may attend the
business day of the October BCHPA Annual General Meeting and the semi-annual meeting in March without charge
(meals not included). Members benefit from the work of an active volunteer Executive including: Marketing (labels
and brochures), Education (symposiums and website), and ongoing Advocacy (government and media relations). The
BCHPA is a proud member of the Canadian Honey Council, working on our behalf.
New

❏

Renewal

❏

Please check here if renewing with an address change

❏

Name___________________________________________________________________________________
Spouse’s Name ___________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________

Province ___________

Phone (

) _____________________

Fax

) ____________________

(

Email ___________________________

$5 Million
Coverage
for only $55 year!

Postal Code _______________________

Membership dues are based on the number of honey bee colonies you keep.

BCHPA MEMBERSHIP DUES
0 to 25 Hives
$40
26 to 50 Hives
$50
51 to 150 Hives
$60
151 to 300 Hives
$70
301 to 500 Hives
$120
501 to 1000 Hives
$130
Over 1000 Hives
$200

Beekeepers understand that there’s
strength in numbers. Our Group
Liability Insurance Policy is the best value
you’ll find. If you’re worried about stings, or
bee smokers, or other related beekeeping risks
– this is for you.
Note: coverage runs January 1, 2010 to
December 31, 2010. Effective date of
coverage is based on date application
and payment is received at the
BCHPA office. Insurer will
issue certificates in due
course.

* OPTIONAL $5,000,000 BCHPA
GROUP LIABILITY INSURANCE

Please make cheques payable to the
British Columbia Honey Producers’
Association or BCHPA:

**** SUBSCRIPTION ONLY
Note: BeesCene is Included
with Your BCHPA Membership
(this is meant for out-of-province)

BCHPA TREASURER
PO Box 1650
Comox, BC, V9M 8A2

** OPTIONAL Additional
$1 million Forest Fire Fighting
Expense Endorsement

# of Hives _________

Includes
BeesCene & Hivelights

ADD ON $55

ADD ON $100

*** OPTIONAL DONATION
BC’s Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Trust Fund
for Honey Bee Research
ADD ON
(tax registered charity, receipts issued)

$50 CAD

TOTAL $

Thank You for Supporting Beekeeping in BC!
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The bee carpeted car deck was closed to the public for about
a half an hour, during that time honey bees were washed into
the ocean with fire hoses. We are very sad for this mismanaged move and for the unnecessary loss of thousands of honey
bees.
I urge all beekeepers, the Executive of the BCHPA,
CAPA, Canadian Honey Council (CHC) and all bee inspectors
Canada-wide to speak out on this policy change. Maybe we
have it all wrong! If there are people in favour of this change
in policy: Educate me; tell me we have it wrong and why. Tell
me how this policy change will be beneficial to all beekeepers.
I know of only one individual on the Island in favour of this
change. Other than that — silence!
What we have heard, loud and clear, from Island beekeepers and Island BCHPA members, is support for the Coalition
to continue pressure on the BCMAL to reverse this policy
change and to preserve the health of the Vancouver Island bee
district.

Sunshine Coast
Allan Cobbin
They say that the road to hell is paved
with good intentions and I’ve sure been
doing a lot of paving in the past few
weeks!
I doubt that I will be able to attend the
AGM in Cranbrook and, if not, I will be
willing to continue on as Regional Rep
for this area.
Once again the weather threw us a curve ball and instead
of the warm and sunny we generally expect in May and June,
we had lower temperatures and lots of rain and wind. Several
club members lost colonies through starvation. Significantly, it
seemed that the stronger hives were the ones lost. All members
were advised to make certain that there was sufficient food
available until the weather returned to a more reasonable early
summer condition.
In late June, our summer began, along with a great honey
flow which was as plentiful as I’ve seen in recent years. Much
of our local honey comes from the blackberry blossoms and
these grow in a most prolific fashion here on the coast. For
the most part, we decided not to take our colonies up to Dakota
Ridge and the fireweed honey this year as there isn’t sufficient
return on the labour and costs.
General consensus at the March meeting was that we would
prefer to have “local queens”, and Rob Haines, as promised,
did provide us with an abundance of locally reared queens and
nucs, although they were available somewhat later than we
had hoped. Rob says that he plans to have an earlier start next
spring with both winterized nucs and queens readily available.
Several new members benefited from these queens and nucs
(which were mostly of an excellent quality) and are well on
their way to becoming enthusiastic and capable beekeepers.
There has been some discussion regarding the preparation
of winter nucleus colonies in the fall for next year. Apparently
bees will winter successfully in the smallest of clusters if they
have been able to set up their winter nest with proper provisions and a population of young bees to fit the space they
occupy. I did this very successfully last year with two small
nucs separated in one standard box and placed over a strong
and well-provisioned colony over a double screen. These nucs

can be added to an over-wintered colony in the spring and
requeening hives that did not winter well. Several club members seem willing to give this a try and we will no doubt be
discussing this at our Field Day.
Our Bee Inspector Caroline reports that activities in the
Powell River area have been going well with an excellent
honey flow reported. As Varroa mites are new to that district,
she will be ensuring that hobbyists there are well informed
about treatment methods. She explained that August 15 is the
most suitable time to start fall treatments in order that the colonies go into winter with fewer mites. She has also suggested
that we should be culling out all older comb and replacing
them with new frames. Five years is suggested as being a suitable replacement time.
A firm date for a Field Day has not been chosen as yet but
Lothar Hirschfelder has once again offered his place as a site.
And mid-September appears to be a suitable time. Suggested
topics for discussion include preparation of the above-noted
winter nucs, use of drone comb in reducing mite populations,
queen marking, honey extraction, and use of a refractometer to
determine water content in honey.
I believe it was Mark Twain who once said: “All you need
in this life is ignorance and confidence” and I wonder if this
might be a useful philosophy for beekeepers!
That’s it from the Sunshine Coast for this time.

Prince George
Wally Steidle
It’s been a long hot dry summer in the
Central Interior. Our hay crop is short and
sparse and we will get about 60% of our
normal bale count. How that will affect
our honey crop we will soon find out.
Beekeepers in PG are doing well no major
health issues and the bees have had ample ‘air time’. Just a few
bears have been reported checking out hives but no damage.
The Biology Club at UNBC asked Gerry Bomford to set
up two hives on campus. The hives are placed in a locked
electric fenced compound that also houses the compost from
the UNBC cafeteria.
The Prince George 4-H Honey Beekeeping Projects have
been progressing along with much success. The three girls and
two boys ages 10 to 16 have all been stung at least once and
that has not put a damper on their enthusiasm. They have had
three swarms, two were hived easily and one was retrieved

GloryBee

Beekeeping Supplies
GloryBee carries a wide selection of beekeeping
supplies for everyone from the hobbyist
beekeeper to the professional. Shop with us
online or request our FREE
108-page catalog today.
Equipment ◆ Tools ◆ Containers
Books ◆ Gifts ◆ HoneyStix ◆ Royal Jelly
Bee Pollen ◆ Propolis

Family Owned & Operated since 1975

www.GloryBeeFoods.com • (800) 456-7923
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with the help of an excavator. One of the dads is a cabinetmaker and supervised the construction of the equipment.
Gerry Bomford has been the mentor for this 4-H project since
the start. It was also a challenge for Andrew and Sheryl, the
project leaders, to set up the project outline and record books,
as they are not to be found in the
BC 4-H supplies. That’s when the internet comes in handy!
The PGX is from August 11 through 15th and once again our
association will be manning a club booth with an observation
hive, always a big draw. Also the 4-H’ers will be displaying
their beekeeping projects at the Fair in the Home Arts building
and will help man our booth.
A Field Day is planned in PG at the end of this month;
Brent (in the Pineview area) has offered to host it. Call Gerry
for details.

Peace Country
Kerry Clark, Dawson Creek
Remarkably mild late winter weather
in the Peace from late February to mid
March resulted in pretty good survival
(about 75 %) of the few colonies that are
kept in the region over winter. A good
thing too, because the supply of replacement nucs or packages we’ve relied on for
years was greatly reduced this year (see
the Vancouver Island report in the May BeesCene).
Late spring and summer were near normal temperature
but dry enough to hurt many parts of agriculture: grain and
canola fields are definitely drought stressed, hay and grass
crops are below average. My bee colonies had built up quite
nicely with the extra boost of pollen in April, and I had three

Nectar in the Fence Posts?

supers on each hive by mid June, ready for a honeyflow. Then
I was disappointed to see my local hayfield being cut just
after first alfalfa flower: good for hay, bad for bees I thought.
The road maintenance contractor also chose this year to do a
thorough job of mowing the ditches: all that alsike and sweet
clover chopped before my bees could get to it, and weather
too dry to have it regrow. I delayed checking supers until July
20, then was very pleasantly surprised to see the hives had
pretty much filled all three supers, giving a regional average
yield of about 150 pounds per hive, already before August 1!
Very nice honey: below 15 % moisture; maybe it’s from the
fireweed that did extra well in my local Poplar grove understory, because of some defoliating caterpillars that gave it extra
light and moisture. I’ve heard it said that when bee colonies
are really strong, they’ll find nectar from the fence posts: not
hard to believe in a year like this. Best wishes for the rest of
the summer. ❀

NEW ITEMS FOR THE HONEY INDUSTRY!
*500 gram and 1 kilo Tamper
Evident Plastic Colourful Honey
Tubs. You can buy colourful
printed lids or plain white/clear.

*No need for a label with the new Honey
Tags with elastized loop at the top. This
label fits most glass and plastic containers
(Bilingual, nutritional & colourful). Great for
weddings or containers hard to label.

*Canadian made Honeycomb Design
Metal Lids at the same price as plain gold
and white! Why not make your package
look premium at a low cost! (58mm,
63mm, 70mm and 82mm)

These containers
are tamper evident

Call for all your packaging needs
heather@dominiongrimm.ca
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1.877.676.1914

www.dominiongrimm.ca

BCHPA Certified Producer Program

Classifieds.....
FOR SALE: Frederich’s Vancouver Island Beehive Products:
Honey, Pollen, Propolis Products, Bee Bread, Wax Figurines, and
Beeswax Candles. Phone 250-245-4214 Fax 250-245-1314
GET READY FOR MITES –VISIT KELOWNA this summer.
Pick-up your formic acid and ready-to-use pads at a discount. Also
for sale are HONEY BARRELS and POLLEN TRAPS/SCREEN
BOTTOMS. Call Bill at 250-762-8156 and visit www.MiteGone.
com
EXPERIENCED WORKER WANTED FOR THE 2011
SEASON. Must be able to: work pollination, raise queens , use
pollen traps, and do honey -hive management. Help this young
business achieve its potential. Apiarist starts at $15/hr , w/housing.
Communication ability and past experience important. May become
year-round position. Canadian preferred. Contact: J. Aebischer,
Vanderhoof , BC by email sweet02@telus.net
FOR SALE, DADANT 20 FRAME EXTRACTOR. Auto electric
variable speed as seen in the Dadant catalogue. New condition $900
o.b.o. 250 547 9080
3 EXPERIENCED BEEKEEPERS WANTED for FeburaryNovember 2011. Preference will be given to candidates with queen
rearing and royal jelly production experience. Monthly salary range
$2,300 - $2,800, depending on experience. Send resumes to Manager,
Honeyland Canada, manager@HoneylandCanada.com

The Certified Producer program is designed to assist
BCHPA members sell their products by providing
special labeling that customers will come to recognize
as representing high quality honey, exclusively
produced by local beekeepers.
Certified Producer:
Registered
Producers Only:
Labels can now
be purchased
separately
$0.02 each
for the lid seal
and $0.02
each for the
100% BC hex label
or $0.03 for both.
All labels are in rolls of 2,000.
Lid seals are now individually numbered for lot tracking.
You can apply to the program
by downloading the application form from the
BCHPA website: www.bcbeekeepers.com
Or contact: Duaine Hardie:
2810 Fairfield St., Duncan, BC V9L 6B9
Email: hardiehoney@shaw.ca
Tel: 250-748-8471
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Welcome to Cranbrook
BCHPA AGM 2010
October 21, 22, 23
“YEAR OF THE
OLYMPIC BEEKEEPER”
• OUTSTANDING EDUCATIONAL SPEAKER LINE UP
• FANTASTIC OLYMPIC BEEKEEPER ENTERTAINMENT
• SUPER SIZE SILENT AUCTION WITH UNIQUE ITEMS
• REASONABLE HOTEL RATES INCLUDING A HOT BREAKFAST

COME EARLY – STAY LATER AND SEE THE SITES
Cranbrook Railway Museum – the best in Canada
Historical Town of Fort Steele – a look back in time
Creston Winery and Cheese Factory – mmmm good
Casino of the Rockies – on a historical site
Visit Kimberley, the Bavarian Cityof the Rockies - lovely
Hot Springs in Fairmont & Radium
– a hot soak in the mountains
✤ Fish Hatchery – fishing for the kids
✤ Unique shopping – only in the Kootenays.
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤

For further information contact: Lance & Bobby Cuthill
250.426.6049
email: Lance & Bobby lcuthill@gmail.com
www.bcbeekeepers.com

British Columbia Honey Producers

REGISTRATION FEES:

Annual General Meeting and Conference
October 21, 22, 23 2010
Cranbrook, BC

ADVANCED FULL REGISTRATION
(Includes Thursday Meet and Greet, 2 Lunches,
Banquet & Business & Education Days)

Name of Registrant: ______________________________ Payment must be received by Sept. 30, 2010
$175 x _____=________

Accompanying Spouse: ___________________________
Mailing Address: ________________________________

FULL REGISTRATION after Sept. 30, 2010
$200 x _____=________

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
Telephone: (

) __________________

Fax:

) __________________

(

Email: ________________________________________

PARTIAL CONFERENCE
THURSDAY - WINE AND APPETIZERS
(Includes one drink ticket)

$20 x _____=________

FRIDAY - AGM
Lunch

$20 x _____=________

Banquet / Silent Auction / Entertainment
$40 x _____=________

Send registration form and payment to:
BCHPA 2010 Conference
Sharon Mielnichuk
Box 10
Fort Steele, BC V0B 1N0

SATURDAY - ALL DAY
Speakers / Education / Lunch $99 x _____=________
Lunch only

$20 x _____=________
TOTAL

48
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